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1 General information

1.1 Use of this instruction manual
This instruction manual is a component of the system. Please note the following instructions:

– The instruction manual should be available to users of the system at all times.

– Read the instruction manual carefully before using the product: Pay attention to all warnings
and notes in order to operate the system safely, correctly, and reliably.

– Hardware, software, and methods are updated on a regular basis. Information in this regard
will be taken into account in future versions of this instruction manual. Make sure you are
working with the latest version of the instruction manual.

– This document are the “original instructions”.

1.2 Manufacturer's address
Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH, Rowastraße, 53539 Kelberg, Germany

Phone: +49-2692-9206-0, Fax: +49-2692-9206-1299

http://www.bd.com/rowa, rowa@bd.com

Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH is part of Becton, Dickinson and Company headquartered
in Franklin Lakes, USA. The manufacturer, Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH, will be referred
to in the following as “BD Rowa”.

1.3 Customer service
Contact your sales partner/service partner or BD Rowa Service:

Country Phone number E-mail address
Australia 1800 385471 rowa-service-au@bd.com
Belgium 0800 10076 rowa-service-be@bd.com
Denmark 80 200100 rowa-service-dk@bd.com
Germany 0800 2273387466 rowa-service@bd.com
Finland 020 7871098 rowa-service-fi@bd.com
France 04 76043888 rowa-service-fr@bd.com
Ireland +44 870 7702996 rowa-service-uk@bd.com
Italy 02 87188852 assistenza.rowa@bd.com
Netherlands 0800 2200051 rowa-service-nl@bd.com
Norway 800 69 549 rowa-service-no@bd.com
Austria 0800 400060 rowa-service@bd.com
Sweden 020 792663 rowa-service-se@bd.com
Switzerland 0800 000994 rowa-service@bd.com
Spain 900 820 822 sp-tecnico@bd.com
United Kingdom 0870 7702996 rowa-service-uk@bd.com
All other countries +49 2692 92062527 rowa-service@bd.com

http://www.bd.com/rowa
mailto:rowa@bd.com
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1.4 Liability limitations
The manufacturer assumes no liability for damage caused by one of more of the following causes:

– Inappropriate or improper use

– Unauthorized/incorrect assembly or operation by the operator or a third party

– Subsequent modifications made by the operator or a third party

– Natural wear

– Negligent or incorrect operation

– Non-compliance with the instructions manual

– Unsuitable operating materials

– Use by untrained personnel

– Use of unapproved spare parts

1.5 Formatting conventions

Operating Instructions

Operating instructions consist of multiple steps. The steps in operating instructions are numbered
sequentially. All steps must be completed in sequence in order to achieve the objective of the op-
erating instructions. Operating instructions are structured as follows:

Heading of the operating instructions

1. First step.

2. Second step.

Notes

Important or helpful notes are structured as follows:

The text of a note contains important or helpful information.

Identifiers in the text

– Software strings, i.e., references to text that appears on the screen of a product: Softwaretext

– Text that appears on keys or keyboards: Key

– Hyperlinks: http://www.bd.com/rowa

– Cross references: Manufacturer's address [► 7]

Figures

– The screenshots of the user interface and other figures are used for illustration purposes. They
may deviate from the actual version.

– Figures have a separate numbering system inside the figure. A circled number refers to an ob-
ject within the figure, for example, ①.

http://www.bd.com/rowa
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2 Product description
The BD Rowa Vmax is an automated storage and retrieval system, primarily for medicine pack-
ages. Articles are stored according to the chaotic storage principle, At the operator’s request on
the machine [► Glossary] display or via a connected pharmacy IT system, the requested articles
are picked and dispensed via an output location or – if installed – a connected conveyor system
[► Glossary].

If the corresponding option was selected, bins can also be stored and output.

Depending on the customer-specific configuration, hardware options are available for automatic
stock input, direct output [► Glossary], various conveyor systems, as well as various software op-
tions such as for stock organization.

2.1 Product information

2.1.1 General view
The BD Rowa Vmax is available in various heights and lengths.

Since every machine is manufactured specifically for each customer and tailored to the customer's
requirements and situation, the individual components of the machine front are described using a
"sample system". The layout of the individual components may deviate from this depending on
the configuration.
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Front view of the Vmax 210 for storing packs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Item Designation
① Emergency stop
② Door lock
③ Input opening with LED strip
④ Input table with barcode scanner
⑤ Receptacle
⑥ Switch cabinet with computers, fuses as well as load unit cabinet and control cabi-

net (protected by a glass pane, only accessible for BD Rowa Service)
⑦ Display
⑧ Stock maintenance output
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Frontal view of Vmax 210 for storing bins

The frontal view of a Vmax 210 for storing bins only differs regarding the positioning of the scan-
ner ① from a Vmax 210 for Bearing packs.

1

2.1.2 Intended use
The BD Rowa Vmax may only be used for commercial purposes when in good technical condition.
The BD Rowa Vmax is to be used exclusively to store, manage, input, and output articles that
meet the rules for approved sizes and properties.

Additional information can be found in section Technical data [► 17].

2.1.3 Reasonably foreseeable misuse
The product may only be used as described in the section Intended use [► 11]. Any other use is
considered improper and is prohibited. The manufacturer is not liable for damages resulting from
improper use.

Tampering with safety mechanisms can result in serious injury. Do not tamper with safety mecha-
nisms.
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2.1.4 Installation requirements
Also follow the prerequisites resulting from the technical data [► 17] of the machine.

Supply with 120 V (for example, USA)

Description Value
Network connection For devices of protection class I:

– AC 120 V, 50/60 Hz, 16 A

– Fuse C 30 A

– Residual current circuit breaker, type A (if requested): ≥ 100 mA
Supply line – At least 5 m excess cable length

– Three-lead-cable (L, N, Gnd), min. AWG 10, max. AWG 8 Cu

Supply with 230 V (for example, Europe)

Description Value
Network connection For devices of protection class I:

– AC 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 8 A

– Fuse C 16 A

– Residual current circuit breaker, type A (if requested): ≥ 100 mA
Supply line – At least 5 m excess cable length

– Three-lead-cable (L, N, Gnd), min. 2.5 mm2, max. 6 mm2

Network connection and interfaces

Description Value
Network connection – Network connection with continuous internet access near the

front of the machine (approx. 1 m)

– Data cable, minimum CAT 5e, shielded to RJ45 socket
Connection to the pharmacy
IT system

– Data cable, minimum CAT 5e, to RJ45 socket

– On the machine side, route with at least 5 m excess length to
the front of the machine.

– WWKS1/WWKS2

Required space

Description Value
Minimum ceiling height Machine height + 50 mm
Minimum distance of machine sides and back
from the wall, or similar

50 mm

Minimum space requirement in front of ma-
chine

1,000 mm
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2.1.5 Conformity

EC Declaration of Conformity

EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
The manufacturer

Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH
Rowastraße, 53539 Kelberg, Germany,

hereby declares that the system

BD Rowa™ Vmax 210
automated storage and retrieval system

Serial number:

complies with the requirements of the aforementioned Directive.

Compliance with the requirements of the following additional EU directives is declared:

2014/30/EU, February 2014, Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

Harmonized standards applied according to Article 7(2) of the Machinery Directive:

EN ISO 12100:2010

EN ISO 13849-1:2015

EN ISO 13850:2015

EN ISO 13857:2019

EN ISO 14118:2018

EN ISO 14119:2013

EN ISO 14120:2015

EN ISO 20607:2019

EN 60204-1:2018

Person authorized to compile the technical documentation:

Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH, Rowastraße, 53539 Kelberg

Kelberg, dated:

Antonios Vonofakos, Managing Director
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2.1.6 Product identification

Position for nameplate

The machine bears a nameplate. The nameplate ⓐ is located on the front of the machine below
the control console, to the left next to the stock maintenance output.

a
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Supply with 120 V (for example, USA)

BD Rowa™ Vmax 210
Name · Name

xxxxx
Seriennr. · Serial no.

Kommissioniersystem / Automated Storage and Retrieval System
Produkt / Product

Deutschland/Germany
Hergestellt in / Made in

6 kA
Kurzschlussfestigkeit · SCCR

2022
Baujahr · Year built

ABC56789
Schaltplan · Circuit diagram

AC 120 V, 50/60 Hz, 16 A
Bemessungswerte · Ratings

Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH, Rowastrasse, D-53539 Kelberg
Hersteller / Adresse · Manufacturer / Address

Information on the name-
plate Information for BD Rowa™ Vmax 210
Name · Name BD Rowa™ Vmax 210
Produkt / Product Kommissioniersystem / Automated Storage and Retrieval Sys-

tem
Hergestellt in / Made in Deutschland/Germany
Kurzschlussfestigkeit · SCCR 6 kA
Bemessungswerte · Ratings AC 120 V, 50/60 Hz, 16 A
Seriennr. · Serial no. Individual specification
Baujahr · Year built Individual specification
Schaltplan · Circuit diagram Individual specification
Hersteller / Adresse · Manufac-
turer / Address

Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH, Rowastrasse, D-53539
Kelberg

CE conformity YES: Printed symbol
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Supply with 230 V (for example, Europe)

BD Rowa™ Vmax 210
Name · Name

xxxxx
Seriennr. · Serial no.

Kommissioniersystem / Automated Storage and Retrieval System
Produkt / Product

Deutschland/Germany
Hergestellt in / Made in

6 kA
Kurzschlussfestigkeit · SCCR

2022
Baujahr · Year built

ABC56789
Schaltplan · Circuit diagram

AC 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 8 A
Bemessungswerte · Ratings

Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH, Rowastrasse, D-53539 Kelberg
Hersteller / Adresse · Manufacturer / Address

Information on the name-
plate Information for BD Rowa™ Vmax 210
Name · Name BD Rowa™ Vmax 210
Produkt / Product Kommissioniersystem / Automated Storage and Retrieval Sys-

tem
Hergestellt in / Made in Deutschland/Germany
Kurzschlussfestigkeit · SCCR 6 kA
Bemessungswerte · Ratings AC 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 8 A
Seriennr. · Serial no. Individual specification
Baujahr · Year built Individual specification
Schaltplan · Circuit diagram Individual specification
Hersteller / Adresse · Manufac-
turer / Address

Becton Dickinson Rowa Germany GmbH, Rowastrasse, D-53539
Kelberg

CE conformity YES: Printed symbol
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2.2 Technical data

2.2.1 Operating conditions

Measurement Value
Air pressure 86–106 kPa
Installation altitude Up to 1,000 m above sea level without perfor-

mance restrictions
Relative humidity < 50% at 40 °C

< 70% at 22 °C
Ambient temperature1 5-40 °C
Protection type (IP Code according to EN
60529)

IP 22 (electrical equipment)

Internet connection2 Permanent
Interface to pharmacy IT system WWKS1/WWKS2

Note:
1 The actual possible ambient temperature is determined by the articles to be stored. For the stock
input of medications please note: The temperature inside the machine can be up to 3 °C higher
than the ambient temperature.
2 The actual function of the machine is also guaranteed without an internet connection. However,
an Internet connection is, for example, required for service activities and remote maintenance or
to use existing and planned functions to their full extent.

2.2.2 Storable articles
The restrictions of optional up- and downstream systems (e.g. BD Rowa™ ProLog) must still be ob-
served.

2.2.2.1 Storable packs

Pack dimensions

Dimensions
Shape Dimension Minimum Maximum
Rectangular Height 15 mm 150 mm

Width 15 mm 250 mm
Depth 35 mm 500 mm
Weight 5 g 1,000 g

Round Height 15 mm 145 mm
Diameter 45 mm 140 mm
Weight 5 g 800 g

Notes:

– Packs to be input are measured with a tolerance of +/- 1 mm.

– Packs of other sizes can be stored in secondary packaging.

Other pack rules

– Packs must have a barcode.
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– Packs must not have special requirements (with regards to temperature, humidity, surround-
ing materials, etc.).

– Packs with corners must be rectangular.

2.2.2.2 Storable bins

Currently, only the bins provided by BD Rowa can be stored:

Height Width Depth Empty weight
85 mm 150 mm 245 mm 230 g

The dimensional restrictions (height, width, depth, weight) for storable packs generally apply.

Other bin rules

– The bins must be cuboid shaped.

– The bins must be designed so that their base includes vertical surfaces at which the picking
heads can grab the bins with their P-jaws.

– The bins may not have protruding elements on the outer walls.

2.2.3 Storage shelves

Shelf

The shelves are made of glass, 3 mm thick.

Height

The height of a storage shelf is determined by the partitioning of the shelf supports. The shelf
supports are not partitioned consistently. One or more partitions can be omitted between 2
shelves. The standard distance of a pack to a top shelf can be adjusted for the entire machine via
a parameter.

Description Value
Minimum distance of packs to the overlying
shelf

5 mm

Minimum distance of a bin to the overlying
shelf

11 mm

Shelf height (Lower edge of overlying shelf) – (Upper edge of
underlying shelf)

Maximum pack height on shelf (Shelf height) – (Standard distance to overlying
shelf)

Footprint

Description
Value
Width of bay Depth

Maximum usable area of stor-
age shelf in mm

640 mm (entire bay) 504 mm
320 mm (half bay)
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2.2.4 Dimensions and weights

2.2.4.1 Dimensions of overall system

Dimensions of overall system

Dimension Minimum Maximum Incrementally
Height (with feet
swung in)

2.12 m 3.52 m 5 cm

Length (without input
table)

3.20 m 15.04 m 32 cm

Width 2.13 m -
Storage space depth 0.52 m -

2.2.4.2 Weight

The total weight of the machine depends on the individual configuration (size, equipment) and its
current fill level.

Area weight when storing packs

The area weight depends on the height and length of the machine:

– 356.5 kg/m2 (machine height = 2,100 mm, machine length = 3,026 mm)

– 553.3 kg/m2 (machine height = 3,500 mm, machine length = 7,861 mm)

Area weight when storing bins

Area weight of a machine with the dimensions 3,520 mm x 2,130 mm x 3,500 mm (L x W x H):

– Surface weight = 348 kg/m2

Installation locations

Installation location Availability
Basement / ground floor / first floor YES/YES/YES
Sunk in floor NO

2.2.5 Power supply, interfaces, connections

2.2.5.1 Power supply

Supply with 120 V (for example, USA)

Description Value
Voltage AC 120 V
Frequency 50/60 Hz
Current 16 A
Short-circuit current rating 6 kA
Protection class I
Cable Three-lead-cable (L, N, Gnd), min. AWG 10, max.

AWG 8 Cu
Circuit breaker (circuit breaker, fuse) C 30 A
RCD (residual current device, type A) ≥ 100 mA, if required
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Description Value
Zmax (line impedance at machine connection
point)

≤ 0.26 Ω

RS (loop impedance at the machine connection
point)

– Only circuit breaker: ≤ 0.26 Ω

– Circuit breaker + RCD 100 mA: ≤ 500 Ω

– Circuit breaker + RCD 300 mA: ≤ 166 Ω

– Circuit breaker + RCD 500 mA: ≤ 100 Ω
Equipotential bonding in addition to the build-
ing's electrical grounding

AWG 8 Cu

Supply with 230 V (for example, Europe)

Description Value
Voltage AC 230 V
Frequency 50/60 Hz
Current 8 A
Short-circuit current rating 6 kA
Protection class I
Cable Three-lead-cable (L, N, Gnd), min. 2.5 mm2, max.

6 mm2

Circuit breaker (circuit breaker, fuse) C 16 A
RCD (residual current device, type A) ≥ 100 mA, if required
Zmax (line impedance at machine connection
point)

≤ 0.95 Ω

RS (loop impedance at the machine connection
point - depending on back-up fuse)

– Only circuit breaker: ≤ 0.95 Ω

– Circuit breaker + RCD 100 mA: ≤ 500 Ω

– Circuit breaker + RCD 300 mA: ≤ 166 Ω

– Circuit breaker + RCD 500 mA: ≤ 100 Ω
Equipotential bonding in addition to the build-
ing's electrical grounding

10 mm2 Cu

With very low main power impedance, the upstream C 16 A fuse may trip. In these in-
stances, the C 16 A circuit breaker can be swapped for a D 16 A circuit breaker. A loop
impedance of less than 0.47 Ω must be maintained.

Note on electromagnetic compatibility

If the main power impedance exceeds the specified values, the machine may exhibit temporary
voltage dips and disruptive fluctuations (“flicker”). At a main power impedance of Zmax < 0.12 Ω,
such problems are not expected. Contact your local energy supply company for additional infor-
mation.

2.2.5.2 Electrical output

1 picking heads

Average electrical output at full capacity
100% 50% 0% Energy-saving mode
391 W 275 W 158 W 76 W
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2 picking heads

Average electrical output at full capacity
100% 50% 0% Energy-saving mode
830 W 600 W 158 W 76 W

2.2.6 Volume

Measurement Value
Emission sound pressure level LpA,m “input” 45.4 dB(A) [► Glossary]
Emission sound pressure level LpA,m “output” 50.9 dB(A)

Note:

– Measured values as per TÜV report 936/21242645/01 from Wednesday, March 07, 2018

2.2.7 Input and output

2.2.7.1 Stock input

Manual

Options Availability
Front input, left YES
Front input, right YES

Fully automatic

Options Availability
ProLog integrated NO
ProLog external YES

2.2.7.2 Stock output

Options Availability
Direct output [► Glossary] to exterior YES (max. 12 outputs)
Output belt, top NO

2.2.7.3 Picking head, X/Z Axis

Kinematic size Value
Max. acceleration of X/Z Axis 3 m/s2

Max. delay of X/Z Axis 3 m/s2

Max. speed of X/Z Axis 3 m/s
Max. angle speed of the C Axis 300 °/s
Max. angle acceleration of the C Axis 650 °/s2

2.2.8 Options

Possible options

– External ProLog
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– Conveyor system

Not all options might be available when machines are used for bin storage.

See the separate instructions manuals for the technical specifications of optional up- and down-
stream systems (such as BD Rowa™ ProLog).

2.3 Design
The BD Rowa Vmax is available in various heights and lengths.

The Vmax can be used to store and manage medicine packages or bins, depending on the option
selected.

The machine is available as a single machine or multiple-unit machine. In a multiple-unit machine,
multiple machines are connected to each other.

2.3.1 Normal accessories

An uninterruptible power supply (UPS)

The UPS [► Glossary] maintains the power supply to specific components of the machine for a cer-
tain period of time after a power failure. There are 2 states during this period:

– The supply voltage is lost:

– The UPS takes over as the power supply.

– The UPS beeps.

– The picking head or heads no longer move and only emergency mode is possible. For in-
formation on emergency mode see Working in emergency mode [► 96].

– The UPS charge state falls below a critical value:

– The machine computer or computers are shut down in a controlled manner to prevent
damage and data loss.

Ladder

The ladder may be a stepladder or an integrated machine ladder (special accessory).

Removal aid

The removal aid hangs inside the machine on a hook next to the door. The removal aid is used to
manually remove packs from the shelves without moving other packs. The packs are carefully re-
moved from the shelf either with the rubber or angled side of the removal aid.

2.3.2 Special accessories

Tandem computer / Mosaic computer

In a multiple-unit machine, individual machines are connected via a tandem computer [► Glos-
sary] (also: Mosaic computer). The “Mosaic” program, through which the stock levels of all con-
nected machines can be viewed centrally, runs on this computer. The tandem computer is a sepa-
rate item and Mosaic is displayed on a display that is separate from the machine.

Additional output locations

Additional output locations are options, such as direct outlets.

Second picking head

The Rowa Vmax is usually equipped with one picking head. However, it is possible to install a sec-
ond picking head.
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Second input belt

The BD Rowa Vmax is usually equipped with one input belt. However, it is possible to install a sec-
ond.

Rear machine door

Generally, the BD Rowa Vmax machine door is located at the front. However, it is possible to in-
stall a second machine door on the rear wall. An area located behind the machine thus remains
accessible. The rear machine door can be used for stock input from the side or as an access door.

Timer

The timer is used to automatically start the machine.

BD Rowa™ ProLog

The ProLog automatically separates and scans packs and inputs them into the machine.

BD Rowa™ Multitenancy

Multitenancy is a license-based software option that enables you to create one tenant in one ma-
chine each per connected pharmacy IT system. If Mosaic [► Glossary] is used as the only phar-
macy IT system connection to the Vmax, then Mosaic manages the stocks of all tenants via one
connection. Contact your BD Rowa customer consultant for more information.

BD Rowa™ Multi-stock handling

BD Rowa multi-stock handling is a license-based software option that enables you to store packs
separate from each other, for example, for a particular purpose. This may be required under law,
for example, in terms of regional minimum stocks. In contrast to multitenancy, with this software
option, the pharmacy IT system has access to all storage spaces. In this case, it is imperative that
the pharmacy IT system used supports this feature. Contact your BD Rowa customer consultant
for more information.

Separate storage of fast-moving items

“Separate storage of fast-moving items” is a license-based software option. With this option, the
automated storage and retrieval system identifies fast-moving items and stores them separately.
Upon start-up and with each new day, the system automatically creates a top 100 of products, of
which at least 70 packs have sold within the last 30 days. The system then stores these fast-mov-
ing items separately. The system takes a possible loss of capacity into account. Contact your BD
Rowa customer consultant for more information.

External safety circuit

The external safety circuit is an additional option for industrial installations.

As well as the machine’s internal safety circuit, an external safety circuit is set up, e.g., to monitor
an enclosed guard area. Like the internal security circuit, the external safety circuit is also a start
requirement.
If the external safety circuit is interrupted, for example by opening a door to the enclosed guard
area, the machine is stopped. As long as the external safety circuit is interrupted, the machine
cannot be restarted again. Users with corresponding rights can go straight to emergency opera-
tion via the error message displayed in order to manually output the required articles.

BD Rowa™ User Rights Management

The integration of this license-based software option enables the management of users and the
restriction of access to functions for certain user roles.
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BD Rowa™ Backup

This is a software program that can be used if necessary to access the database of a BD Rowa au-
tomated storage and retrieval system via an external computer.
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3 Safety-related information
The safety information must be followed!

3.1 Representation of safety information
The following signal words and safety symbols are used:

DANGER
Indicates an imminently hazardous situation that will result in death or
very serious injury.

WARNING
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that could result in death or
very serious injury.

CAUTION
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that may result in minor in-
jury.

NOTICE
Indicates a situation that may result in damage to the system or the sur-
roundings.

3.2 Hazard zones

3.2.1 General safety regulations
The product may be operated only in a technically perfect condition, in accordance with intended
use, in a safety-conscious manner and with an awareness of risks. Immediately eliminate any er-
rors that jeopardize safety.

In addition to this operating manual, all legal regulations applicable to you apply (e.g. related
safety and accident prevention regulations). Inform yourself of the regulations!

The operator is responsible for accident-free operation. The operator is the person who personally
operates the product for commercial or economic purposes or who assigns usage of the system to
a third party. The operating company is responsible for the safety of the operator, the personnel,
or third parties.
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3.2.2 General safety instructions

WARNING
Contact with moving components

Risk of injury from moving machine parts when inside the machine.

▶ Stop the machine by means of the software before entering.

▶ Wait until the picking head is in the park position and the machine sig-
nals that it is in the park position.

WARNING
Contact with electrical components

Risk of death due to electric shock!

▶ Only electricians may work on electrical components.

▶ Comply with legal and employer liability regulations and local accident
prevention regulations during work on the machine.

▶ Before working on the control and the electrical components, switch
off the machine and secure it against being turned back on.

WARNING
Looking into the laser beam

Risk of eye injury due to prolonged exposure to the laser used.

▶ Position the laser such that is cannot blind other persons.

▶ Avoid looking into the laser beam.

▶ Should this happen, close the eyes and turn away.

WARNING
Crushing risk through contact with moving components

Risk of injury when reaching through the input opening inside the machine.

▶ Do not reach into the input opening.

WARNING
Breaking of machine components

Risk of injury due to malfunction, falling components, or broken edges as a re-
sult of machine breakage.

▶ Check the machine on a regular basis is accordance with local accident
prevention regulations.
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CAUTION
Touching hot components

Risk of burns from the motors, power supply units, and brake resistors.

▶ Do not touch components with bare hands.

CAUTION
Contact with moving components

Risk of injury to the fingers on the belt drive of the input gantry.

▶ Do not reach into the drive of the input gantry.

CAUTION
Obstructions around the foot

Risk of injury due to tripping or falling over the door sill.

▶ Watch the door sill when entering the machine.

3.2.3 Safety devices
All safety devices provided by the manufacturer are required for safe and accident-free operation.
Safety devices must be functional at all times. Do not remove any safety mechanisms!

3.2.3.1 Safety devices and emergency stop devices

Emergency Stop

Activating the emergency stop switch stops the BD Rowa Vmax. The emergency stop is located
near the control desk. The emergency stop is red with a yellow background, and is actuated by
pressing it. The emergency stop must immediately be activated when either the operator or the
machine is at risk.

Door safety switch

The door safety switch is located on the interior side of the door. As soon as the door is opened,
the electrical circuit is interrupted and the drives [► Glossary] are switched off.

Access guards at output locations

Output locations are always equipped with access guards. An access guard prevents unintentional
access into the machine.
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Flaps for direct output

Direct outputs are equipped with flaps to prevent users from reaching into the machine.

Covering

The machine covering prevents users from reaching into the machine.
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3.2.3.2 Safety labels and pictograms

Safety Labels

Safety labels warn users of potential hazards. The instructions on safety labels must be followed.
Never remove the safety labels and ensure they are always legible.

– The following safety label is located inside the covering above the optional transfer belt:

Pictographs

Pictograph Meaning Place affixed
Warning against dangerous elec-
trical voltage

– In the areas of the electrical equip-
ment and the controller

Laser beam warning – On the picking head near the laser

Laser beam warning/class 2
laser/do not look into the laser
beam

– On the door next to the display

Impact injury warning – On the drive motors of the X axis and Z
Axis

Hot surface warning – On the drive motors of the X axis and Z
Axis

Follow the instructions manual – On the Z Axis motor
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Pictograph Meaning Place affixed
Black/yellow warning tape – On door sill

Reaching inside prohibited – On the direct output flap

– On the stock maintenance output

Hand injury warning – Near the input system

– On the input gantry

– On the stock maintenance output

– On the pendulum flap

3.3 Personnel
Only qualified and trained personnel may be authorized to independently operate the product. A
qualified person is one who has received technical training in operating the system and under-
stands the relevant occupational health and safety regulations in order to recognize and prevent
risks.

Repairs on electrical and mechanical devices may be carried out only by authorized BD Rowa tech-
nicians.

Persons under the influence of drugs, alcohol or medicines that affect reaction time may not oper-
ate, maintain or repair the system.
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4 Design and function

4.1 Machine parts

4.1.1 Stock input
The Vmax 210 has one or two input modules (for articles measuring 100 mm or 150 mm in
height, depending on the configuration), via which the articles can be input into the machine. The
input processes and the input modules differ between machines for storing packages and ma-
chines for storing bins:

– Packs are scanned with the scanner integrated into the input table, then placed on the input
gantry and measured there by sensors. When packs are used, it is possible to place and input
multiple packs of an article.

– Bins are scanned with the scanner to the right above the input opening and then placed
against the input gantry. No separate size measurement is performed here, as only bins with a
standardized, preset size are normally used. Multiple input of bins is not possible.

Once one or more articles have been scanned and placed against the input gantry, these articles
are moved into the machine by the input belt behind the input gantry. There the articles are – ei-
ther after a certain time has elapsed or the input belt is full or the input process is started via the
user interface – picked up by the picking head and deposited into the shelves.

4.1.2 Picking head
The picking head uses the P-jaws [► Glossary] ① to pick the articles from the input belt and trans-
ports the articles to the shelves. Whereupon the articles are pushed into the shelves with the
pusher ② and P-jaws on the picking head.

1

2

Accordingly, the picking head picks articles that have been requested for output off the shelf using
the P-jaws, pulls the articles onto the resting surface and transports these articles to the selected
output location.

4.1.3 Stock output
Components of output:

– Output location (direct output or via connected conveyor system)
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– Stock maintenance output

After the picking head picks up the article from the shelf, the article is transported to the output
location. This can either be direct output in the machine wall, where the article is directly output,
or an output location with connected conveyor system, which transports the article further to the
output location.

The stock maintenance output is on the front of the machine under the display in the door, and is
present in every machine. Here, individual articles can be output, for example during stock mainte-
nance.
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4.2 Functional description

4.2.1 Stock input

General stock input

The input module ① is equipped with a scanner ③. The scanner is located in the input table.
Packs to be input are scanned and placed on the input belt at the input gantry ②. Since the sys-
tem must first electronically measure unknown articles, unknown articles must be created individ-
ually. If the system is already familiar with the article, the dimensions saved in the system for this
article are compared with the measurements. Multiple packs of the same (familiar) articles can be
created on the input gantry and input at the same time.

1

2

3

Input of bins

The scanner is to the right above the input opening. The barcodes on the deposit bags in the bins
are scanned and the bins with the deposit bags are aligned on the input gantry of the input belt.
The bins are not separately measured and multiple input of bins is not possible.
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Input process into the machine

As soon as an input belt is full, a preset time has expired, or the operator has issued a command
via the user interface, the picking head takes the packs from the belt and stores them on the shelf.
Articles are stored according to the chaotic storage principle. Hence they are not stored based on
a defined organizational principle, but to save as much space as possible. This allows optimal use
of the shelf space.

4.2.2 Stock output
The picking head moves to the shelves where the requested packs are stored, grabs these packs,
and transports them to the output location or to a connected conveyor system. Alternatively, the
packs can also be output at the stock maintenance outlet.
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5 Controls and display elements

5.1 Operating states
The machine can be in the following operating states:

Operating state Function
Off Automatic picking cannot be started. All main switches are in the OFF posi-

tion.
Normal mode Automatic picking is possible. All main switches are in the ON position.
Emergency opera-
tion

There is a problem with automatic picking but the management computer is
still functioning. Packs can still be output manually via the user interface.

Details on working in normal mode and emergency mode can be found in Operation [► 41].

5.2 Warning signals
As soon as there is a stop error on the machine (that is, an error that causes the machine to stop),
an acoustic alarm signal is emitted.

In addition, all errors (component, stop and stock errors) are also displayed on the user interface.
More information can be found in Operation [► 41].
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5.3 Operating elements

1

2

3 4

5

Pos. Description
① Emergency stop
② Start button
③ Machine main switch
④ Conveyor system main switch
⑤ Continuous side door

Emergency stop

The emergency stop ① immediately stops the machine and switches off power to the drives. The
emergency stop is located in the door next to the display.

Start button

Pressing the start button ② starts the machine, i.e. the machine is rendered operational. Pressing
the start button also acknowledges errors. The start button is located in the door next to the dis-
play and underneath the emergency stop button.

Main switch for the machine

The main switch ③ is located behind the continuous side door ⑤ at the front of the machine. You
have to unlock the side door with the switch cabinet key in order to reach it.

If turned off, the main switch completely cuts off power to the machine and all its functions (in-
cluding light, router and network switch).

Ensure that the main switch always remains on, except when the machine is being ser-
viced.

Since the router and network switch are shut down when the machine is shut down using the main
switch, the machine cannot send automatic status reports and error reports during this time.

Main switch for the conveyor system

The main switch ④ for the conveyor system is always present, but it is only connected when the
machine has a conveyor system. The main switch for the conveyor system is located next to the
main switch of the machine. Turning on the conveyor system switch activates the normal mode or
switches off the machine.
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5.4 Signal light over input system
The LED strip ① above the input opening shows the status of the machine during the stock input
process.

1

The colors have the following meanings:

LED color Meaning
Red An error is pending (for example, an incorrectly placed article) and the pack

cannot be input.
Yellow An article is being stored (input gantry or input belt is moving).
Green Ready for stock input. The article can be scanned and placed on the input

gantry.
Green, flashing Initial stocking mode is activated (only when packs are input).
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5.5 User interface

On the user interface, you can see the state of the system and its components, and control all sys-
tem functions.

For more detailed information on the user interface and operating the machine, see Operation
[► 41].
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6 Installation
BD Rowa or its authorized sales or service partner is responsible for performing the installation. A
comprehensive function test under operator-specific conditions is conducted at that time.
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7 Commissioning
BD Rowa or its authorized sales or service partner is responsible for commissioning. A comprehen-
sive function test under operator-specific conditions is conducted at that time.
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8 Operation

8.1 Safety information for operating the machine

WARNING
Contact with electrical components

Risk of death due to electric shock!

▶ Only electricians may work on electrical components.

▶ Comply with legal and employer liability regulations and local accident
prevention regulations during work on the machine.

▶ Before working on the control and the electrical components, switch
off the machine and secure it against being turned back on.

WARNING
Picking head falling

Risk of injury due to ineffective braking system!

▶ Stop the machine by means of the software before entering.

▶ Wait until the picking head is in the park position and the machine sig-
nals that it is in the park position.

WARNING
Contact with moving components

In machines that are difficult to see, there is an increased risk of persons re-
maining in the machine that are unbeknownst to those outside. Severe in-
juries may result if the machine is started while persons are inside.

▶ Before starting the machine ensure no one is inside.

▶ When entering the machine, remove the key and take it with you.

▶ There must be only one key for each machine.

▶ With multiple-unit machines, different locks must be used for each ma-
chine so that two or more machines cannot be locked with a single
key.

WARNING
Crushing risk through contact with moving components

Risk of injury to upper limbs near the picking head.

▶ Never tamper with, remove, or override safety devices.

▶ Only trained personnel may work on the machine.
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WARNING
Crushing risk through contact with moving components

Risk of injury when reaching through the output opening inside the machine.

▶ Do not reach in through the output opening from the outside.

▶ If the output area needs to be accessed to fix an problem, stop the
machine using the software and enter the machine through the ma-
chine door to fix the problem from the inside.

WARNING
Crushing risk through contact with moving components

Risk of injury when reaching through the input opening inside the machine.

▶ Do not reach into the input opening.

WARNING
Entrapment of hair or clothing

Risk of injury in the area of the picking head, timing belts, and drive motors.

▶ Never tamper with, remove, or override safety devices.

▶ Only trained personnel may work on the machine.

▶ Do not enter the machine during operation.

WARNING
Entrapment of hair or clothing

Risk of injury in the area of the picking head rack-and-pinion drive.

▶ Never tamper with, remove, or override safety devices.

▶ Only trained personnel may work on the machine.

WARNING
Looking into the laser beam

Risk of eye injury due to prolonged exposure to the laser used.

▶ Position the laser such that is cannot blind other persons.

▶ Avoid looking into the laser beam.

▶ Should this happen, close the eyes and turn away.
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CAUTION
Touching hot components

Risk of burns from the motors, power supply units, and brake resistors.

▶ Do not touch components with bare hands.

CAUTION
Obstructions around the foot

Risk of injury due to tripping or falling over the picking head.

▶ Push the picking head toward the back.

CAUTION
Obstructions around the foot

Risk of injury due to tripping or falling over the door sill.

▶ Watch the door sill when entering the machine.

CAUTION
Collision with obstructions

Risk of injury due to machine components at head level.

▶ Enter low machines carefully.

▶ Push the picking head toward the back.

NOTICE
Damage to the machine due to premature switch-off

The machine can be damaged if the main switch is activated without shut-
ting the machine down first.

▶ Shut down the machine before activating the main switch.

NOTICE
Damage to the input gantry from opening it manually

Manually moving the input gantry can damage it.

▶ Do not open the input gantry manually.

▶ If needed, open the door to access packs.
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NOTICE
Damage to machine from forgotten objects

Ladders or other objects in the travel range of the picking head can damage
the machine.

▶ Do not leave anything inside the machine.

NOTICE
Damage to packs from falling

Movements within the machines can knock packs and bottles from the
shelves.

▶ Move carefully within the machine.
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8.2 Working with the machine

Computers running a Windows operating system often slow down if they are not
restarted for a while. Ensure that computers in your BD Rowa system are restarted once
a week to ensure consistent system performance.

Only the functions necessary for the desired action are described below. Additional in-
formation on the design of the software interface is available in the chapter Reference
[► 105].

Limited range of functions due to insufficient user rights

Some of the functions described below may not be available to every user due to insuf-
ficient user rights. User rights are assigned through the “User Rights Management” op-
tion.

8.2.1 Switching the machine on and off

8.2.1.1 Switching on single machines and multiple-unit machines

1. If the machine is equipped with a conveyor system, switch on the conveyor system first.

2. Make sure that the main switch of the machine is at “1”.

WARNING
Contact with moving components

In machines that are difficult to see, there is an increased risk of persons re-
maining in the machine that are unbeknownst to those outside. Severe in-
juries may result if the machine is started while persons are inside.

▶ Before starting the machine ensure no one is inside.

▶ When entering the machine, remove the key and take it with you.

▶ There must be only one key for each machine.

▶ With multiple-unit machines, different locks must be used for each ma-
chine so that two or more machines cannot be locked with a single
key.

3. Press the start button. The computers power up automatically and start the programs you
use to operate the machine.

ð A pop-up appears that shows start progress.
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4. If the machine is not ready to start, ensure that the emergency stop is pulled out and the
door is closed. Follow any other instructions displayed on the screen.

8.2.1.2 Switching a Single Machine Off

NOTICE
Damage to the UPS by switching off without shutting down

If the machine is switched off using the main switch without shutting down
first, the UPS is switched off as well and the batteries drain. Over an extended
period, the UPS can become damaged.

▶ Always shut the machine down first using the user interface.

1. Select the button  in the top right of the status bar on the user interface.

ð The following dialog window opens:

2. Highlight Shut down machine and select OK.

ð Depending on the set-up of the machine, dialog window Ⓐ or Ⓑ opens with further in-
formation on shutting down the machine as well as a 30-second countdown ⓐ.

A

a
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B

a

3. Follow the instructions on the screen.

▪ You can skip the countdown with Shut down now, whereby the machine will shut down
immediately.

▪ The process can be canceled during the countdown by pressing Cancel.

4. If the machine is equipped with a conveyor system, switch it off using the conveyor system
main switch on the front of the machine.

▪ Note: If the conveyor system is equipped with an external switch cabinet, the main
switch will be located in the external switch cabinet.

8.2.1.3 Switching a multiple-unit machine off

1. Switch off every machine like a single machine.

2. Switch off the tandem computer [► Glossary] on the Mosaic workstation. Shut down the
program of the tandem computer using File > Quit program and Windows.

8.2.1.4 Using energy-saving mode

By default, the machine automatically switches to energy-saving mode after 1 hour of
inactivity when there are no pending orders or tasks, no automatic stock transfer is re-
quired and no user activity takes place.

Switching the Machine into Operational State

Proceed as follows to switch the machine out of energy-saving mode and render it operational:

1. Press any key on the keyboard or the Start button, or tap the display.

Switching the Machine into Energy-Saving Mode

Proceed as follows to switch the machine into energy-saving mode:

1. In the user interface, select the button to the upper right of the status bar to shut down
the machine.
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ð The following dialog window opens:

2. Select Save energy. Wait until a black screen appears.
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8.2.2 Entering the machine

NOTICE
Disruption of automatic operation due to packs that were moved

If the position of a pack on a shelf is manually changed, even slightly, the
picking head is not able to pick or locate it.

▶ Only touch packs in emergency mode where needed.

▶ In emergency mode, only remove the packs with the removal aid.

If work has to be performed inside the machine, it can be accessed through the machine door.

If there is a key switch, the same key will be used for the door lock and the key switch.

1. There are 2 ways to open the machine door:

▪ Open the door via the button in the status bar of the user interface. The door must not
be locked.

▪ If the door is locked: Open the door lock with the machine key and open the door by
hand.

2. To switch on the machine light, select the button with the light bulb to the top right of the

status bar of the user interface: 

8.2.3 Inputting articles
The basic process for inputting an article is:

– Allow the pack to be identified.

– Place the pack on the input gantry.

– Transfer the pack from the input belt into the machine.

The input pack is identified as an article. Within the machine there can be multiple medication
packs with the same general properties, all of which will be summarized under the term “article”.

8.2.3.1 Input rules

Adhere to the following rules when inputting articles. This keeps the error rate low and avoids
manual interventions in the system.

– Always place the article that was just scanned on the input gantry.

– Do not touch articles that are behind the input gantry.

– For articles that are input regularly, always place them on the side of the input gantry that is
closer to the aisle. If the input opening is on the left, place the article at the right corner of the
input gantry.

– The largest surface of the article must lie on the belt:

– Always lay the article with the long side against the input gantry.

– Lay the article flat on the belt, not on its edge or end.
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8.2.3.1.1 Specific input rules: Packs

– When inputting an individual article for the first time, place it in the center of the input
gantry.

– The largest surface of the pack must lie on the belt:

– Always lay the pack with the long side against the input gantry.

– Lay the pack flat on the belt, not on its edge or end.

– The Vmax 210 allows simultaneous input of multiple packs: Place packs next to one another
on the input gantry.
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8.2.3.1.2 Specific input rules: Bins

– Place the deposit bag into the bin so that neither the deposit bag nor the attached prescrip-
tion protrudes over the rim of the bin.

– The prescription with the barcode ⓐ must point upwards.

a

b

– The longer side of the bin must be placed against the input gantry.

– Place the bin at the input gantry so that the barcode on the prescription is located below the
scanner, for example, on the right side of the input gantry for left input.

– The bin must be placed flush against the lateral positioning edge ⓑ.
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8.2.3.2 Inputting articles

Caution: If the input system is exposed to a draft, this may disrupt the input process.

Inputting Packs

When stock inputting packs, you can simultaneously stock input one or more packs of the same
article without entering specific settings for this purpose.

1. Switch to the Stock input tab.

2. Select input mode New delivery or Stock return (Stock return [► Glossary]).

3. If your machine is equipped with two input belts, select Lower input belt or Upper input
belt.

4. A dialog window will open automatically where a stock input number can be entered. Ex-
amples of such numbers are:

▪ Purchase order number

▪ Order number

▪ Operation number

▪ Delivery note number

▪ Internal processing number

5. Enter the stock input number and confirm with OK.

A new delivery does not necessarily need a stock input number. The field can remain
blank.

6. Scan the pack to be input. A beep is heard once the pack has been scanned successfully.

7. If the system recognizes this article, place the pack or packs of this article on the aisle side
of the input gantry. Follow the input rules (see chapter Input rules [► 49]).

There may be a slight delay in opening the input gantry once an article is positioned.
This can happen if the belt is stopped to allow the picking head to remove an article
from the belt at that moment.

One or more packs are moved behind the input gantry and the input process of this/these
pack(s) is complete for the operator.
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8. After all articles of a new delivery are input, select Close new delivery. Input mode Stock re-
turn is automatically activated.

After scanning an article, if the LED strip above the input opening flashes and the following
message is displayed, the article was not yet input into the machine and is not recognized
by the pharmacy IT system.

The following function has to be supported by the pharmacy IT system.

9. Confirm the query with Set in order to store the order picking indicator [► Glossary] for
packs of this article in the pharmacy IT system.
If an order picking indicator is not to be set for packs of this article, select Do not set. The
input process for this pack is canceled.

10. Place packs in the center of the input gantry. Follow the input rules (see Input rules [► 49]
chapter).

The pack is measured and moved behind the input gantry.

Input Bins

Bins can only be input individually. There is no option for inputting several bins at the same time.
Bins are also not measured during the (first) stock input, as the size of the bins has been set in the
machine as default.

Currently, only stock input of deposit bags with CVS barcode is possible.

1. Place the deposit bag with the prescription and the barcode pointing upward into a bin.
Follow the specific input rules for bins (see chapter Specific input rules: Bins [► 51]).

2. Switch to the Stock input tab.

3. Select input mode New delivery or Stock return.
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4. If your machine is equipped with two input belts, select Lower input belt or Upper input
belt.

5. A dialog window will open automatically where a stock input number can be entered. Ex-
amples of such numbers are:

▪ Purchase order number

▪ Order number

▪ Operation number

▪ Delivery note number

▪ Internal processing number

6. Enter the stock input number and confirm with OK.

A new delivery does not necessarily need a stock input number. The field can remain
blank.

7. Scan the barcode on the prescription on the deposit bag in the bin to be input.

8. Place the bin on the aisle side of the input gantry. Follow the general input rules (see chap-
ter Input rules [► 49]) and input rules for bins (see chapter Specific input rules: Bins [► 51]).

The bin is moved behind the input gantry.

There may be a slight delay in opening the input gantry once an article is positioned.
This can happen if the belt is stopped to allow the picking head to remove an article
from the belt at that moment.

9. After all bins with deposit bags are input, select Close new delivery.

8.2.3.3 Entering pack information manually

For an article with a 2D barcode, all the required information is automatically copied when the
barcode is scanned. For other barcode formats, this information can be edited and/or added to
manually.

Manually Entering Expiration Date

By default, articles are input with a preset time offset [► Glossary] (default value [► Glossary] = 12
months). An offset of twelve months is set for new delivery and stock returns. The offset is entered
by a customer consultant.

If the pharmacy IT system explicitly demands an expiration date, the expiration date for the re-
spective project pack has to be entered manually.
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1. Switch to the Stock input tab and select Expiration date.

ð The following dialog window opens:

2. Enter the required expiration date and click OK.

3. Scan the article.

4. Place the scanned article on the input gantry. The article is input with the changed expira-
tion date.

Manually Entering the Barcode

If the barcode cannot be scanned, it can be entered manually.

1. Select Enter barcode.

ð The following dialog window opens:

2. Enter the (alpha)numeric barcode of the pack to be input using the screen keyboard. If the
“Extended article data” option is active on the machine, an external ID (e.g., the PZN) and
a batch number can be entered.

3. Confirm the entry with OK.
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4. As soon as the field 03 - Position the pack against the gantry is activated, place the article
against the input gantry.

If, for example, the pharmacy IT system does not accept the barcode, an error message if dis-
played. In this case, the machine cannot input the article.

8.2.3.4 Input using special functions

The following special functions are optional and have to be enabled by a BD Rowa employee. If
these functions are activated, you can activate them via the respective button on the Stock input
tab.

Inputting Opened Packs

If the “Opened packs” option is active, opened packs with partial quantities can also be managed
in the machine.

1. Select the checkbox [► Glossary] Opened Pack to activate the input mode for opened
packs.

2. Scan the opened pack.

3. Enter the number of tablets in the opened pack in the Tablets field.

4. Place the pack on the input gantry. The pack is input.

5. As soon as the “Opened packs” mode is to be ended, deselect the Opened Pack checkbox.

Inputting articles with secondary packaging

To input articles that are not order picking compatible due to their shape, it is possible to equip
these articles with secondary packaging (for example, a square cardboard box). Since the dimen-
sions stored in the system for the articles now differ from the actual dimensions of the secondary
packaging, the article must be measured again.

1. Scan the article to be input.

2. Place the article in the secondary packaging.

3. Select Remeasure article to reset the article dimensions.

4. Place the article on the input gantry.

If the time between scanning and placing the article is too long, an info flyout [► Glossary]
displays the No pack recognized message.

In this case, proceed as follows:
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5. Select Enter barcode. The most recently scanned barcode is still stored.

6. Select OK to accept the barcode.

7. Place the article on the input gantry.

Since articles are not always input with the same type of secondary packaging, we rec-
ommend remeasuring articles with each stock input involving secondary packaging.

Inputting identical packs one after the other

If multi mode is activated in the settings, several identical packs can be input sequentially after
only one of the packs has been scanned.

1. Select Multiple stock input to activate multi mode.

2. Scan the pack.

3. Place all packs to be input with this barcode against the input gantry in sequence.

In multi mode, it is possible to simultaneously place multiple packs of the same article
on the input gantry.

4. Select Multiple stock input again or scan another pack to end multi mode.

Multi mode is deactivated as soon as an event prevents further use of the function. In
this case, multi mode has to be reactivated in order to continue inputting in this mode.

Inputting Round Packs

The following packs can be input in “Round Packs” mode:

– Round packs

– Packs wrapped in foil

– Packs that have to be stored standing upright

1. Select the Round button to activate the stock input of round packs.

2. Scan the pack.

3. Repeat the previous steps for all additional round packs.

4. Select the Cuboid-shaped button to end the input of “round packs”.
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8.2.4 Outputting articles
There are several ways to output articles from the machine.

8.2.4.1 Outputting articles via the electronic cash system

1. To output the required article, choose it in the electronic cash system.

ð As soon as the selected article is confirmed, an output request order for the machine is
generated. The requested article is output at the selected output location.

2. Remove the article from the output location.

8.2.4.2 Outputting articles via the machine's user interface

The Output to XY is adjusted by a BD Rowa employee and shows the output location
that was established as the default. Select this button to output the required article di-
rectly from the default output.

1. Switch to the Stock level/Stock output > article overview tab.

2. Enter a search term for the required article and select Search.

The search looks for partial character strings in the following properties of the article:

1. Article name

2. Form/unit

3. Barcode

3. Select the required article and quantity in the results list.

4. There are 2 options for output:

▪ To output to the default output location, select Output to XY.

▪ To output the article from an output location different from the default, select Output
to.... A content menu with one or more output locations (depending on the system)
opens, from which an output location can be selected.

ð The required article is output at the selected output location.
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8.2.4.3 Outputting a particular pack of an article

There are 3 options for outputting a particular pack of an article:

– Variant A: If a pack is to be output based on a specific criterion, such as input date or expira-
tion date, select the Stock maintenance sub-tab.

– Variant B: If the storage location of a pack is known and the specific pack is to be output, for
example because the pack is damaged, go to the Troubleshooting tab and select the 3D Visu-
alization sub-tab.

– Variant C: If a pack is to be output from a specific stock input, open the relevant stock input
via the plus button on the Orders > History tab.

Variant A: Outputting a Specific Pack via Stock Maintenance

1. Switch to the Stock level/Stock output > Stock maintenance sub-tab.

2. Enter a search term for the required article and select Search or delimit the article list using
the filter options.

The search looks for partial character strings in the following properties of the article:

1. Article name

2. Form/unit

3. Barcode

3. There are 2 different ways to select the packs:

▪ If the machine should decide which packs to output, select the number of packs in the re-
sults list.

▪ If packs should be specified individually for output, select the + sign next to one of the
entries in the results list. Select one or more packs in the detail list. The selected packs are
highlighted in yellow.

Note that the expiration date is ignored in this case. Only the specific pack selected is
output.

4. Select Output to... to select an output location or Output to XY to output the selected packs
to the default output location.
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Variant B: Outputting a Specified Pack via 3D Visualization

1. Switch to the sub-tab Troubleshooting > 3D Visualization. A 3D view of the machine is dis-
played:

▪ Move a finger across the view to rotate it.

▪ Use the + and - buttons to zoom in and out.

▪ Select the camera symbol to return to the initial display.

2. Select the shelf from which a pack should be output or select the required bay and shelf
under Bay and Shelf. The selected shelf is displayed with all the packs stored in it.

3. Select the required pack. Information on the pack is displayed in the left column.

4. Select Output. The pack is being output.

Variant C: Output Pack from a Specific Input Process via History

1. Switch to the Orders > History tab.
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2. Depending on the quantity of orders shown:

▪ If the desired input process is easy to find: Select the input process and open via the plus
button.

▪ If a large number of orders are displayed: Enter a search term and select Search or fur-
ther refine the order list using the filter options and open the desired stock input using
the plus button.

3. Select Output to stock maintenance to output the article to stock maintenance.
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8.2.4.4 Outputting opened packs

Opened packs can be output if the following conditions are met:

– The pharmacy IT system supports opened packs.

– The special function “Opened packs” is activated for the machine.

– There are opened packs input in the machine.

1. Switch to the Stock level/Stock output > Stock maintenance sub-tab.

2. Select Filter. The filter menu opens.

3. Activate the Opened packs① checkbox. All opened packs in the machine are displayed.

4. Select Close. The filter menu closes.

▪ Note: The  symbol shows that a filter is activated.

Opened packs are marked with an asterisk (*) in the results list.

1

5. If necessary, use the search or other filter options to further refine the results.

The search looks for partial character strings in the following properties of the article:

1. Article name

2. Form/unit

3. Barcode

6. Select the + sign in front of one of the entries to open the detail list.

7. Select one or more packs to be output. The selected packs are highlighted in yellow.

8. Select Output to... to select an output location or Output to XY to output the selected packs
to the default output location. Note that the expiration date is ignored in this case. Only
the specific pack selected is output.
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8.2.4.5 Outputting large quantities of packs

If larger quantities of packs are to be output (number of packs definable), there is a prompt to
confirm that this number of packs should actually be output.

The priority of output orders can be established in this prompt. The following examples may serve
as orientation when establishing priority:

– High priority of output order: Set the priority of an output order with many packs to “high” if,
for example, a complete batch of an article needs to be output as quickly as possible due to a
recall. Other output orders will not be processed until the output order of many packs is com-
plete.

– Normal priority of output order: Assigns the usual priority to the output order.

– Low priority of output order: Set the priority of an output order with many packs to “Low” if,
for example, the stock of packs soon to expire is to be output. This output order will be pro-
cessed incrementally, this means other output orders take priority and the output order with
many packs will be interrupted to process regular output orders.
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8.2.4.6 Dividing output orders by weight class

If heavy packs should fall in a receptacle first during output of an order, weight classes can be as-
signed for articles. In that case, the order is divided by weight class and the heavier packs are out-
put first.

1. Switch to the Stock level/Stock output > article overview tab.

2. Select an article for which a weight class should be entered.

3. Select Edit article.

ð The following dialog window opens:

4. Enter the weight class for the article under Weight class:

▪ 0 = No weight class

▪ 1 = Lowest weight class (light pack)

▪ 9 = Highest weight class (heavy pack)

5. If repeated problems occur with orders that contain a specific article, activate the Handle
packs individually checkbox. Packs of this article are then transported separately.

6. Select Save changes.
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8.2.4.7 Working with stock maintenance

In addition to regular output, the Stock maintenance tab allows filtering of articles according to
various criteria. For example, articles that will soon expire can be output. In addition, slow sellers
and reserve stocks can be identified.

Creating and Saving a Stock List

The Export list button is located on the following sub-tabs:

– Article overview

– Stock maintenance

– Extended article data

1. Insert a USB stick into one of the USB ports near the monitor.

2. Select Export list.

ð The following dialog window opens:

3. If not already preset, select the drive letter of the USB stick on which the CSV file is to be
saved.

4. Select Export.
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Outputting Articles About to Expire

1. Switch to the Stock maintenance sub-tab.

2. Select Filter. The filter menu opens.

3. Activate the Months expired checkbox and enter a number to display the articles that will
expire during this time period.

4. Select Close. The filter menu closes.

▪ Note: The  symbol shows that a filter is activated.

5. If necessary, further refine the search using Article name and Input on.

The search looks for partial character strings in the following properties of the article:

1. Article name

2. Form/unit

3. Barcode

6. Select the article to be output.

7. Select Output to... or Output to XY. The articles will be output.
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Identifying and Outputting Slow Sellers

1. Switch to the Stock maintenance sub-tab.

2. Select Filter. The filter menu opens.

3. Activate the Months stored checkbox and enter a number to display the articles that have
already been in stock for longer than the given time period.

4. Select Close. The filter menu closes.

▪ Note: The  symbol shows that a filter is activated.

5. If necessary, further refine the search using Article name and Input on.

The search looks for partial character strings in the following properties of the article:

1. Article name

2. Form/unit

3. Barcode

6. Select the article to be output.

7. Select Output to... or Output to XY. The articles will be output.
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Identifying and Outputting Reserve Stock

1. Switch to the Stock maintenance sub-tab.

2. Select Filter. The filter menu opens.

3. Activate the Packs checkbox and enter a number to display the articles that are stored with
a larger stock than the number entered.

4. Select Close. The filter menu closes.

▪ Note: The  symbol shows that a filter is activated.

5. If necessary, further refine the search using Article name and Input on.

The search looks for partial character strings in the following properties of the article:

1. Article name

2. Form/unit

3. Barcode

6. Select the article to be output.

7. Select Output to... or Output to XY. The articles will be output.

Other Filter Options

The following additional options are available in the filter menu under Stock level/Stock output >
Stock maintenance > Filter:

– Opened packs: In addition to other selected criteria, only shows articles that are stored as
opened packs.

– Refrigerated article: In addition to other selected criteria, only shows articles that are stored
as refrigerated articles.

– Round packs: In addition to other selected criteria, only shows articles that are stored as
round packs.

Using and Creating Fast Filters

Using fast filters, stock maintenance tasks that are required frequently can be run more quickly
and easily. Either default filters that have already been created can be used or user-specific search
queries can be saved as fast filters.

1. Switch to the Stock level/Stock output > Stock maintenance sub-tab.
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2. Select Fast filter.

ð A selection menu opens.

3. Select one of the following filters:

▪ Stock input number: Sorts the article list by stock input number

▪ Slow sellers: Shows all articles with an input date longer than 12 months ago.

▪ Expiration date: Shows all articles with an expiration date in the coming 4 months.

▪ Input with short expiration: Shows all articles in descending order by storage date, where
the expiration date falls in the coming 3 months.

To create a user-specific filter, proceed as follows:

1. Set the required filter (number of packs, expiration date, input date, etc.) as needed.

2. Select Fast filter. A selection menu opens.

3. Select Save current filter. A dialog window opens.

4. Enter a name for the filter and confirm it with Confirm.

ð The newly created filter is displayed in the selection menu.
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8.2.5 Managing orders and scheduling tasks

8.2.5.1 Viewing current and pending orders

Current and pending orders (outputs and inputs) are displayed. Current and pending outputs can
be canceled. However, this does not impact the processing sequence.

Completed orders are automatically removed from the list. Completed orders can be viewed on
the History sub-tab. Additional information can be found in Searching for information on
completed orders [► 71].

1. Switch to the Orders > Order list sub-tab. Any current or pending orders are displayed.

2. Select the + next to the order to display further information about the order.

3. Select Cancel job to cancel the selected output order.

4. Select Refresh list to update the order list.
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8.2.5.2 Searching for information on completed orders

There is information on completed orders in the History sub-tab. The maximum default time pe-
riod is 60 days in the past. BD Rowa Service can adjust this value.

1. Switch to the History sub-tab. All completed orders from the requested time period are dis-
played.

2. Refine the list further with the search or the Order type and Completed on filters.

The columns displayed in the results list can be adapted using the Select categories
button.

3. Select the + sign that precedes the required order to display details on the order.

4. Select Refresh list to reset all selected filters.
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8.2.5.3 Creating and managing tasks

Various tasks that can influence the behavior of the machine can be created and managed on this
tab. The following tasks can be created:

– Switch off alarm sound: Turns off the audible alarm in the event of a machine malfunction for
the selected period of time. This function can be set, for example, if the pharmacy is located
in a residential building and the alarm would wake people up during the night.

– Reduce speed: Reduces the speed of the axis/axes [► Glossary] for the selected period of time.
This function can be set, for example, if the pharmacy is located in a residential building and
the noise from full-speed axis movement would wake people up during the night.

– Clean shelves: Specifies the intervals at which to clean the machine using the cleaning mod-
ule. Requires that a cleaning module was input.

– Check stock level: During the selected time period, the selected bays are checked as to
whether the actual stock on the shelves (packs present/not present) matches the data saved
in the system. If the Error messages is activated on the start screen, any deviations are dis-
played there.

– Deactivate stock transfer: Deactivates the automatic stock transfer/stock optimization of the
machine during the selected time period. This function can be used, for example, if the phar-
macy is located in a residential building and the noise from the machine would wake people
up during the night.

The settings that can be configured for each of the tasks are very similar. Therefore, only creating
and managing the Check stock level task is described here as an example. To create other tasks,
proceed in the same manner.
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Creating a New Task

1. Switch to the Orders > Task scheduler sub-tab.

2. Select New task.

3. Under Choose task, select the required task, such as Check stock level.

4. Under Frequency, select the + sign to set the frequency at which the task should be re-
peated.
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5. Select the calendar icon next to Start to indicate when (date and time) the task should be-
gin in the selected interval.

6. Select OK to confirm the date and time entered.

7. Select the clock symbol next to Maximum duration to establish the maximum time in
which the task should be performed on the item.

8. Under Choose bay, select the bay and shelves in which the task is to be performed. If the
task is to be run across the entire machine or in an entire bay, select the Entire machine or
Entire bay checkboxes.

9. If the machine is to continue the task from the last position after an interruption, select
the Automatic restart checkbox. Otherwise, the machine will restart the task from the be-
ginning after an interruption.

Note on Automatic restart option:

▪ This option only applies for the tasks Check stock level and Clean shelves. In both cases,
the progress of the respective task is saved so that after an interruption in the selected
time interval, the task can be continued from this point.

▪ An interruption to the current task (e.g. Clean shelves) is considered to have occurred if
that task could not be entirely completed within the selected time interval. Example: The
machine has the task Clean shelves in the daily time interval 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. If this task
is only 60% complete at 10 am, it will be continued the next day at 8 am from 60%
progress.

▪ Storage or removal from storage shall not be deemed to be an interruption. Storage or
removal from storage is always carried out immediately, followed by Check stock level or
Clean shelves, regardless of the Automatic restart option.

▪ A machine stop, for example by opening the door, is also not considered an interruption.
If the machine door is closed again within the set time interval, the machine will then
continue with Check stock level or Clean shelves, regardless of the Automatic restart op-
tion. If the door is closed only after the set time interval has elapsed, the task continues
from the beginning of the next selected time interval, for example the next day.

Not every type of task offers the option to select bays.
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10. Select OK to create the task. The new task is indicated in the task list.

Creating One-Time and Irregular Tasks

If a certain task is carried out sporadically, a corresponding task can be created and started man-
ually.

1. Switch to the Task scheduler sub-tab.

2. Select New task

3. Under Choose task, select the required task, such as Check stock level.

4. Under Frequency, select Once.

5. Do not change the Start and Maximum duration fields.

6. Select OK to create the task. The new task is displayed in the task list with the Deactivated
status.

7. Select the newly created task.

8. Select Start to start the task immediately.

9. Select Stop to stop the task.
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Editing, Deactivating, or Deleting Existing Tasks

1. To edit an existing task, select the task in the task list and select Edit.

2. Change Frequency, Start and Maximum duration.

3. Confirm the changes with OK.

4. To temporarily deactivate an existing task, select the task in the task list and select Deacti-
vate. The task will not be carried out.

5. To activate a deactivated task, select the task in the task list and select Activate.

6. To delete an existing task, select the task in the task list and select Delete.

8.2.6 Notification of the Expiration Date

The “Notification of the expiration date” function must be activated by a BD Rowa ser-
vice technician.

The “Notification of the expiration date” function informs the operator if input packs are ap-
proaching their expiration date or have already passed it. The operator can then output these
packs immediately on request.

1

1. Select symbol  ① to display notifications.
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2. Select Expiration handling ② to access the overview of the expired packs.

▪ You can optionally select Discard ③ to remove the notification from the list.

◦ Note: Rejected notifications will be displayed again on the following day or after
restarting the machine.

2
3

3. Select the packs and quantity to be output.

◦ Note: Selected packs are highlighted in color ④.

◦ Note: Packs of the same product with different expiration dates are listed separately.

▪ You can optionally select None ⑤ to fully remove the desired packs from the selection.

▪ You can optionally set the desired number of packs using the arrow keys ⑥.

4. Select Output to stock maintenance ⑦ to output the desired packs.

4

56

7
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Deactivating the Notification for Individual Products

1. Select Disable notification ① to deactivate the notification of the expiration date for the
desired product.

1

2. Select Yes.

ð The notification of the expiration date is deactivated for the desired product.

▪ Note: By deactivating the notification of the expiration dates, all packs of the selected
product are removed from the list, regardless of their actual expiration date.

3. You can optionally select Show articles with notification disabled ②.

ð Products with a deactivated notification of the expiration date are displayed on the list.
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4. You can optionally select Enable notification ③ to reactivate the notification of the expira-
tion date for the desired product.

2

3

5. Select Yes.

ð The notification of the expiration date is activated for the desired product.

8.2.7 Automatic Software Update

If a software update is available, an additional menu item will be displayed in the dia-
log box to shut down the machine. This new menu item is preselected automatically.

1. Confirm the preselected menu item Update and shut down with OK.

ð A dialog box with a 6-second countdown opens.
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2. To cancel the process, select Cancel update.

ð When the countdown is complete, the current software update will be installed automatically
and the machine will shut down.

Note on Update in Notification center

In addition to the dialog box to shut down the machine, the Notification center also indicates
when a software update is available:

1. Click on the  icon on the bottom right to open the Notification center.

2. Select Update.

▪ Deactivate optional note with Discard.
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3. If necessary, select Show new features.

4. Install software update with Perform update immediately.
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8.2.8 User management

User management through User Rights Management

If the User Rights Management option is used, users are managed through this and it
replaces the user management described below.

8.2.8.1 Managing new users

Creating a New User

ü Only persons logged in as administrator can add new users.

1. Select the Log in button.

2. Log in with the administrator login details provided by BD Rowa Service.

3. Switch to the Management tab.

4. Select Add.....

ð The following dialog window opens:

5. Enter the name of the new user.

6. If the new user is to be assigned administrator rights (for example, adding additional
users), select the Administrator checkbox.

7. Select OK.
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ð The following dialog window opens:

8. Enter desired PIN of the new user.

9. Select OK. The new user is created and displayed in the user overview:

Checking the PIN

1. Start Rowa Vmax Gui 2.

2. Start the Design GUI. The screen is locked on start-up. The user is requested to touch the
screen to log in and unlock the screen.

3. Touch the screen.
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4. Select the user.

5. Enter the corresponding PIN. After entering the correct PIN the screen is unlocked.

6. Select button ① to log out.
1

7. If the screen cannot be unlocked with the PIN, proceed as follows:

▪ Delete the relevant user.

▪ Recreate the user.

8. If the screen still cannot be unlocked, contact BD Rowa Service.

8.2.8.2 Review actions carried out by various users

If the machine is equipped with PIN login capability, it is possible to track which actions have
been carried out, when, and by which user.
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1. Switch to the Orders > History tab.

2. Under User, the user is displayed who was logged in at the time the order was carried out
(via PIN).
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8.3 Performing troubleshooting

8.3.1 Instructions for handling picking heads

NOTICE
Damage to the pusher or P-jaws caused by collision with machine

The pusher or P-jaws can be bent if they are extended and the picking head
moves.

▶ If the P-jaws are extended: Manually move the P-jaws to the V axis to-
ward the back.

▶ If the pusher is extended: Turn the drive of the S axis counterclockwise
to manually move the pusher toward the back.

NOTICE
Damage to the motor brake by pulling the timing belt of the picking head

▶ Do not pull the timing belt of the picking head.

▶ If necessary, use a ladder to reach picking head.

If the machine needs to be entered to correct an error, the picking head may have to be moved to
reach a shelf. To move the picking head backward, push it in this direction.
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8.3.2 Error categories

8.3.2.1 Component errors

An error in a component that is part of the machine (such as the picking head) results in a ma-
chine stop.

Errors in components that are separate from the machine do not have any influence on the opera-
tion of the machine itself. An example of a separate component is an external BD Rowa ProLog.
To correct such errors in these components, see the instructions for the specific component.

If an error occurs in a component that is part of the machine, restart the machine. If the error per-
sists, contact BD Rowa Service.

If an error occurred during the start requirements, the machine will not start. Check the non-oper-
ational components and correct the error. If the error does not resolve by itself, contact BD Rowa
Service.

8.3.2.2 Input errors

Errors that occur during input are displayed in a dialog box. The machine remains operational and
can still output. The instructions displayed must first be followed before input is possible.

The following error messages can occur during input:

– Incorrect pack dimensions

– Pack too large/small

– Pharmacy IT system not responding

– Remove pack from input gantry

– Pack was rejected by the pharmacy IT system

– Pack improperly placed

– Initial stocking inactive
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Shut off the signal by presisng
the start button, opening the 

door, or tapping on "Alarm off"
in the status bar.

Enter the machine.

Remove the packs from
the picking head.

Exit the machine and
close the door.

Acknowledge the message.

Are there still packs on
the picking head?

Wird die Meldung "Alle
Packungen aus Magazin x,
Fach y, Reihe z entfernen"

angezeigt?

Remove all packs from the row. Exit the machine and
close the door.

Exit the machine and
close the door.

Acknowledge the message. Acknowledge the message.

yes no

yes no

Is the message "Press 
the start button" displayed?

Press the start button.

Input all removed packs
as stock returns.

yes

Check wether the door is
closed and the emergency

stop button is pulled.

no

Is the message "Press 
the start button" displayed?

Contact customer service.

no

yes

Is the message "Remove
all packs from bay x,

shelf y, row z,"
displayed?

8.3.2.3 Stock errors

Stock errors are errors that do not stop the machine and that the machine can temporarily correct
itself, such as by locking a shelf. Stock errors are displayed in a dialog box. Stock errors must be re-
solved manually. For instructions see the Troubleshooting Wizard.

8.3.2.4 Stop errors

Stop errors are those that cause the machine to stop. As long as a stop error exists, no work can be
carried out with the machine.
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Stop errors are indicated as follows:

– Via an acoustic alarm signal

– In the status bar

– As a dialog window

The status bar turns red and indicates that the machine is not ready. Switch to troubleshooting di-
rectly in the dialog window.

8.3.3 Error signaling

1

2

3

4

Errors are indicated by error messages and in most cases by dialog windows. In addition, all cur-
rent errors are displayed in the list on the Troubleshooting tab.

Pos. Name Function
① Status bar Stop error, that is if the machine is not ready to start/work (for exam-

ple, hardware error, open door, etc.). The status bar turns red and indi-
cates that the machine is not ready.

② Component over-
view

Errors that occur in a machine component (such as the picking head)
as well as any unmet start prerequisites. The affected component is
displayed in red script.

③ Notification cen-
ter

Stop errors and stock errors. A red number on the notification center
symbol shows that there are errors. After accessing the notification
center, there will be more information available on the error that has
occurred.

④ Summary box
Troubleshooting*

If the Troubleshooting summary box is shown in the overview, the er-
rors are listed here.

* Whether or not the summary box Troubleshooting is displayed depends on the user-defined set-
tings, see chapter Settings [► 123], section “Configuration of start screen”.

8.3.4 Displaying the error list
Errors are also listed on the Error list sub-tab:

1. Select the error in the list.

2. Select Correct error. The Wizard sub-tab is displayed automatically.

3. To fix the error, follow the instructions in the Wizard.
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For more information on troubleshooting using the Wizard, see Troubleshooting with the Wizard
[► 94].

8.3.5 Turning off audible alarm and starting troubleshooting
An acoustic alarm signal is emitted in the event of a stop error in the machine. Proceed as follows
to turn off audible alarm:

1. If an error message has opened, select Troubleshooting to close the message. The Trou-
bleshooting > Wizard tab opens.

2. Select Switch off alarm sound to turn off audible alarm.

3. Follow the instructions in the Wizard. For more information on troubleshooting and the
Wizard, see Troubleshooting with the Wizard [► 94].

4. If the error cannot be corrected and the machine is not functional, select Switch on emer-
gency operation to switch to emergency mode and manually output articles.

5. Contact BD Rowa Service.

8.3.6 Locking the axis in park position
If there are 2 picking heads and one of them is defective, the latter must be locked in the park po-
sition in the machine and deactivated. The Picking head left/right stopped - the deactivated pick-
ing head is not in its parking position error occurs if the deactivated picking head is not in its des-
ignated park position.

Contact BD Rowa Service. They will instruct you to lock the axis in the park position.

Proceed as follows to lock the axis in the park position:

1. Follow the instructions from BD Rowa Service to slide the defective axis to the end of the
machine and lower the corresponding picking head.
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2. Place holder ① from interlocking kit (3043866) on picking head and tighten adjustment
screw ②.

1

2

3. Insert plug ③ into socket on axis.

4. Ensure that the picking head that needs to be decommissioned is at the buffer right at the
back of the machine ④.

3

4
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5. Place fastening sheet ⑤ from interlocking kit (3043866) flush behind the picking head on
the axis and tighten adjustment screw ⑥.

5

6

6. Exit the machine, close the door.

7. Follow the additional instructions from BD Rowa Service.
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8.3.7 Placing the defective picking head in passive mode
The use of passive mode for the BD Rowa Vmax 210 with 2 picking heads represents an alterna-
tive to locking a defective picking head in park position (see Locking the axis in park position
[► 90]). Passive mode has the advantage that no dead space results at the park position of the de-
fective picking head and all shelves and packs remain accessible. Passive mode can be used if the
following prerequisites are met:

– The X and Z axes move fully.

– The C axis, V axis, and S axis of the picking head are fully functional.

These prerequisites are met, for example, if only one P jaw is defective.

To put the defective picking head in passive mode, proceed as follows:

1. Contact BD Rowa Service and explain the problem so that BD Rowa Service can set passive
mode for the defective picking head.

ð This picking head moves to avoid the other picking head.

ð The picking head does not input or output any articles.

8.3.8 Failure of management computer 1
Contact BD Rowa Service if management computer [► Glossary] 1 malfunctions or other errors oc-
cur. These errors include:

– The computer does not start.

– There is no sound.

– The screen is frozen.
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8.3.9 Troubleshooting with the Wizard

1. Switch to the Troubleshooting > Wizard sub-tab. There are several ways to access it:

▪ Using the Troubleshooting in the error message

▪ Using the Troubleshooting > Wizard tab

▪ Using the red button next to the error message in the footer

2. Follow the instructions provided by the Wizard and, if necessary, confirm that you have car-
ried out the instructions via the corresponding button.

If articles have to be removed manually, always use the removal aid so that the other
articles on the shelf are not pushed.

3. Select Next error message to go to the next error message.

4. As soon as troubleshooting is complete, select Close troubleshooting.
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8.3.10 Emptying shelves and deleting articles
It is possible that the stock of an entire shelf has to be removed and disposed of, for example, due
to leaking fluids.

1. Switch to the Troubleshooting > Shelf list sub-tab.

2. Under Choose a bay, select the bay.

3. Under Choose a shelf, select the shelf.

Alternatively, the required bay and shelf can be selected from the 3D Visualization sub-
tab. The same functions are available there.

4. Select Delete all packs and confirm the open dialog with OK.

ð The articles on the shelf are deleted from the machine’s stock.

5. Enter the machine.

6. Remove all articles from the shelf using the removal aid.

7. Lock shelf. For information on how to lock shelves, see Locking shelves [► 95].

8.3.11 Locking shelves

8.3.11.1 General Information

Certain shelves may need to be locked on occasion. In this case, the stock on locked shelves can-
not be accessed and no additional articles can be input to them. Situations in which a shelf should
be locked include:

– If the shelf is very dirty, e.g. from leaked liquids.

– The shelf base is damaged or slanted.

– The picking head repeatedly hits the base of the shelf.

– The picking head slides the articles against the edge instead of onto the shelf.

In such cases, immediately lock the affected shelf and contact BD Rowa Service. Do not try to cor-
rect the problem yourself.

Only allow BD Rowa Service to unlock the shelf. This ensures that the cause of why the
shelf had to be locked can be professionally and permanently remedied.
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8.3.11.2 Locking shelves

1. There are 2 ways to lock shelves:

▪ If the number of the bay and shelf is known:

◦ Switch to the Troubleshooting > Shelf list sub-tab.

◦ Under Choose a bay and Choose a shelf, select the bay and shelf from which packs
have to be removed.

▪ If only the location, but not the number of the shelf to be locked is known:

◦ Switch to the sub-tab Troubleshooting > 3D Visualization.

◦ Navigate to the corresponding shelf and select the shelf.

2. Select Lock shelf. The shelf is locked for further inputs and outputs.

8.3.12 Working in emergency mode
Working in emergency mode enables access to articles stored in the machine even in the following
situations:

– In case of power failure, as long as the UPS charge is sufficient.

– For maintenance, if the service technician is replacing parts and the picking head cannot be
used.

– In case of defective picking head.

8.3.12.1 Turning off the audible alarm and turning on emergency mode

For information on turning off the audible alarm and switching on emergency mode, see Turning
off audible alarm and starting troubleshooting [► 90].

8.3.12.2 Outputting packs during emergency mode

Principles

Note the following basic rules when outputting in emergency mode:

– Any orders started before initiating emergency operation are automatically displayed in the
Orders > Emergency operation sub-tab.
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– The sequence in which the output orders were entered at the point of sale determines the se-
quence in which the removal instructions are displayed in emergency mode. It is not possible
to change the sequence.

– Only one output order is shown at a time.

– To remove articles, always use the removal aid so that other articles are not pushed.

– Always remove all packs that are in front of the pack that needs to be removed.

Numbering of pack storage locations

The following data is required to find individual articles and remove these articles manually:

– Bay number

– Shelf number

– Row in the shelf

– Position in the row

Bays: The bay numbers are attached to the machine ceiling (odd bay numbers on the left, even
bay numbers on the right).

Shelves: The shelf numbers are attached to the metal stands in which the shelves are inserted
(numbering from top to bottom).

Row: The numbering of the rows is in ascending order from left to right.

Position in the row: The number of the position in the row is from front (shelf edge) to back in as-
cending order.
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8.3.12.3 Turning audio response on and off

If a pack was requested for output in emergency mode, the audio response [► Glossary] will indi-
cate the numbers of the bay, shelf, and row of the pack to remove. The audio response is active by
default.

However, audio response can be turned off using the Switch off audio response button in the Wiz-
ard and on the Stock output > Emergency operation sub-tab while in emergency mode.

To permanently deactivate audio response, proceed as follows:

1. Switch to the Settings > General sub-tab.

2. Deactivate the Audio response checkbox.

3. Select Save. The position of the articles will no longer be announced during emergency op-
eration.

4. To reactivate audio response, select the Audio response checkbox and select Save.

8.3.12.4 Outputting articles

NOTICE
Damage to machine from forgotten objects

Ladders or other objects in the travel range of the picking head can damage
the machine.

▶ Do not leave anything inside the machine.

1. Select the Orders > Emergency operation sub-tab or Switch on emergency operation in the
status bar. If emergency operation is already switched on, there is no Switch on emergency
operation button in the status bar and an exclamation mark is displayed.
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2. Request articles as usual through the electronic cash system. When a new order comes in,
it is displayed in the Orders > Emergency operation sub-tab and the audio response is gen-
erated (if activated).

3. Enter the machine.

If the article to be removed is beyond reach, use a ladder. To remove articles, always
use the removal aid so that other articles are not pushed.

If an article other than the first position in a row is to be removed, all the articles in
front of it have to be removed as well.

4. Remove the articles.

Manually acknowledge the manually removed articles, otherwise errors in the stock
level may occur.

5. Select one of the 3 buttons:

▪ All packs in shelf

▪ All packs in row

▪ Only the specified / The first n packs

ð This confirms the removal of one or more articles. This deletes the article(s) from the
stock in the machine.

6. For each additional article to be removed, proceed as described in the previous steps. If
there are no more pending output orders, the Waiting for order... message is displayed.

7. As soon as the machine is functioning again and automatic output of articles works again,
select Switch off emergency operation.

8.3.12.5 Accessing the Database (BD Rowa Backup)

The BD Rowa Backup function is a software program that can be used if necessary to access the
database of a BD Rowa automated storage and retrieval system via an external computer. The
user can thereby, for example, maintain the essential operation of their machine in the event of
power loss, and update the database with regard to pack outputs.
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Running the BD Rowa Backup

Do not start the machine with the USB stick! If the USB stick is inserted, do not select
drive D:. The button must be deselected as shown in ①.

Otherwise the data from the USB stick will be overwritten by the machine data!

1

1. Remove the backup data carrier ② from the management computer and connect it to the
USB connection of the operator computer.

2
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2. Open the file structure of the data carrier and double click to execute the file start offline
access.bat ③.

3

3. Wait until the system has carried out all necessary steps and aligned the stored data. The
backup function is ready as soon as BD Rowa Vmax backup user guidance is displayed on
the screen.

ð The visualization can be operated as usual. However, only a limited scope of functions
is available.

The subsequent return of the database into the BD Rowa automated storage and re-
trieval system must be carried out by a BD Rowa service technician.
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8.3.12.6 Exiting emergency mode and restoring machine operation

If the following conditions are met, emergency mode can be ended and regular operation can
restart:

– The power supply is restored.

– The technical defect has been rectified.

– The automatic output of articles is working again.

1. On the Output/Emergency operation sub-tab, select the Deactivate emergency operation
button.

ð The machine will automatically output again.
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8.4 Malfunctions

UPS Beeps

1. Check whether supply voltage is present.

2. If supply voltage is not present:

▪ If possible, restore the supply voltage.

▪ If the UPS is supplying power to specific machine components, work in emergency mode.

▪ As soon as the supply voltage is restored:

◦ If the computers do not switch back on automatically, switch off the machine at the
main switch, wait 2 minutes, and then switch the machine back on.

3. If supply voltage is present:

▪ Check the supply line fuse.

▪ Contact BD Rowa Service. This initiates jumpering to the UPS.

Machine Door Cannot Be Opened Using the User Interface

1. Check whether the software requires the door to be opened.

2. Use the key to open the machine door.

3. Contact BD Rowa Service.

During Input, the Message Remove positioned pack Is Displayed even though No Pack Has
Been Created

1. Clean the input module sensors.

Machine does not start via the timer switch

1. Check that the main switch is switched on.

2. If the machine is to be switched on manually, the main switch has to be switched on and
the start button pressed.

3. If the times programmed for switching on and off are to be changed, contact BD Rowa
Service.

Error Message Pack in light barrier rear (picking head) Is Displayed even though there Is No
Pack in the Picking Head

1. Clean the picking head sensors.

Machine Touch-screen No Longer Responds Correctly to Touches

1. Contact BD Rowa Service. The touch-screen has to be recalibrated.

The display flickers

1. Check that there is no loose contact on the display cable.

2. Check that the display cable plug is properly inserted.

Input Module Scanner Does Not Function

1. Switch off the machine.

2. Wait a short while.

3. Restart the machine.
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8.5 Optimization options / solutions to problems
There are a number of ways to optimize the machine based on individual requirements and cir-
cumstances and to solve certain problems. BD Rowa Service personnel will gladly advise on opti-
mization options.

Question/problem Options See
Machine needs to run more qui-
etly outside business hours

Suppress audible alarms during
certain time periods

Creating and managing tasks
[► 72]

Reduce speed of picking head
during certain time periods

Creating and managing tasks
[► 72]

Automatically suppress stock
transfer during certain time pe-
riods

Creating and managing tasks
[► 72]

Speed up output Prioritize sorted storage Stock optimization [► 110]
Run the “Check stock level” task
outside of business hours

Creating and managing tasks
[► 72]

Run the “Stock transfer task”
outside of business hours

Do not turn off machine; stock
transfer starts automatically

Maximize machine capacity Output slow sellers Working with stock
maintenance [► 65]

Output packs nearing expira-
tion date

Working with stock
maintenance [► 65]

Identify and output reserve
stock

Working with stock
maintenance [► 65]

Change the appearance of the
start screen

Adjust elements that appear on
the start screen of the user in-
terface

Settings [► 123]

Correcting problems picking/
moving multiple packs (multi-
picking)

In the article properties, adjust
the settings so that problem-
atic articles can only be input/
output/transferred individually

Dividing output orders by
weight class [► 64]

Save energy Use energy-saving mode Using energy-saving mode
[► 47]
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8.6 Reference

8.6.1 Start screen

1

2

4

3

5

Pos. Name Function

① Status bar Information on the status of the machine. Buttons to
open the machine door and close the user interface are
located here.

② Footer Information on the software version, picking head ver-
sion and control version, customer number and service
hotline

③ Notification center Notifications on errors, updates, warnings and info are
displayed here.

④ Overview The key machine information at a glance can be custom-
ized

⑤ Tabs They lead to menu points, e.g., Input, Stock level/Stock
output, etc.
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8.6.2 Stock input
The Stock input tab contains all the information and functions that are required to input articles.

Name Function

New delivery Stock input of newly delivered articles
Stock return Stock input of articles that, for example, after being output for

viewing, were not sold and need to be stock input back into the
machine.

Expiration date Manual entry of an expiration date that deviates from the default
entered time offset.

Input belt lower/upper (op-
tional, if two input belts are
present)

Establishes which input belt is used to input packs.

Multiple stock input (avail-
able if activated by BD
Rowa service)

Sequential stock input of multiple packs of the same article after
only one of pack of this article was scanned. Must be activated in
the settings.

Opened packs (optional) Stock input of opened packs
Initial stocking Initial stock input of packs. When placing the packs against the in-

put gantry, the pack dimensions are accurately determined.
Close new delivery Ends new delivery mode after stock input of the new delivery.
Enter barcode Manual input of barcode, for example, if it cannot be scanned.
Remeasure article The dimensions of a pack are determined again, for example, after

changes of the pack size/format.
Start stock input The input belt begins moving and the picking head inputs the arti-

cles that are on the input belt. While the input belt is moving, no
other articles can be input.

8.6.3 Stock level/stock output
On the Stock level/Stock output tab, you can view the stock in a machine, output articles, and call
up stock statistics.
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8.6.3.1 Article overview

An overview of all the articles stored in the machine is located here. Searches can be performed by
article and articles can be output.

Name Function

Search field Search by article name, barcode, or unit
Search Start a search for the term entered
Article list Search result or, if no search was performed, all articles in the ma-

chine
Select all/Deselect all Selects all listed articles or deselects all selected articles
Quantity selection Use the arrow keys to set the quantity of articles to be output
Edit article Opens the dialog to edit the article properties (weight class, “move

separately” option)
Export list Outputs the article list as a CSV file
Output to… Opens the menu in which the output location can be selected
Output to XY The selected articles are output to the default output location set

up by BD Rowa (for example, stock maintenance)
Fast-moving item Only visible if the paid option “Separate storage of fast-moving

items” is activated. In this case, fast-moving items are marked with
1.
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8.6.3.2 Stock maintenance

With stock maintenance, different filters can be used to search for and output articles stored on
shelves. These articles can be output then in a specific manner. Filtering is possible by form/unit,
time period of stock input, and expiration date. In addition, the search function is available.

Name Function

Search field Search by article name, barcode, or unit
Filter screen Various filter options that enable searching for articles based on

their specific properties (for example, expiration date)
Fast filter Frequently-used, default, and self-created search filters
Reset filter Resets all filters used
Select all/Deselect all Selects all articles displayed in the article list or deselects all se-

lected articles.
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8.6.3.3 Extended article data (optional)

This function is optional and is shown only if activated by Service.

If the option is activated and extended article data such as external ID, PZN, or batch number of
the pack was entered during input, packs can be searched for here based on these criteria.
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8.6.3.4 Stock optimization

The Stock optimization tab contains different statistical data on the stock level in the machine.

Name Function

Free storage spaces in the
machine

Number of free storage spaces in the machine. Calculation based
on the average size of articles stored in the machine.

Packs per article Average number of packs per article
Packs not at ideal shelf
height

Number of packs not stored on shelves with optimal shelf height,
for example, low packs stored on tall shelves and hence taking up
space for larger packs.

Pack distribution among
shelf heights

Graphical display of distribution of packs at various height classes
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8.6.3.5 Storage statistics

Name Function

Minimum durability Displays number of articles that will expire in individual months; se-
lecting the bar for a month forwards directly to the stock mainte-
nance sub-tab where the articles that will soon expire can be out-
put.

Storage location structure Shows the number of articles according to storage depth
Stock movements Overview of the number of stock inputs and outputs from the last 7

days
Usage of the output loca-
tions

Distribution of outputs across different output locations

8.6.3.6 Symbols for pack properties

The following symbols stand for certain pack properties:

Symbol Pack property
Round pack

Opened pack

Refrigerated article
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8.6.4 Orders
On the Orders tab, pending and completed output orders can be viewed and tasks that affect the
machine can be managed. This is also where the sub-tab for emergency mode is located.

8.6.4.1 Order list

Name Function

Order type Specifies the order type, i.e., output or stock input.
Priority Indicates the priority of the process if it is running in competition

with other processes. The default priority is Normal.
Description Indicates which article or articles belong to the selected order.
Output location Indicates the output location where the article(s) will be output
Status Processing status of the order: Waiting, Active, In process, Com-

plete, Canceled
Created on Date and time when the order was created by the user or via the

pharmacy IT system.
Cancel order Possible for output only: Cancels the selected order.
Refresh list Updates the displayed list. Completed and canceled orders are no

longer shown.
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8.6.4.2 History

This sub-tab shows completed orders.

Name Function

Search field Search by article name or barcode in the Article name column
Search Start a search for the term entered
Reset filter Resets all filters used
Completed on Date and time the order was completed
Status Processing status of the order: Completed or Canceled
Select categories Columns can be adapted here for information in the history.
Refresh list Updates the displayed list. Completed and canceled orders are au-

tomatically added.
To stock maintenance (with
“Stock input” type entry
open)

Switches to Stock maintenance [► 108] tab and displays the arti-
cles (filtered by name, product code, etc.) stored in stock mainte-
nance

Output to stock mainte-
nance (with “Stock input”
type entry open)

Outputs the articles stored in the selected stock input to stock
maintenance
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8.6.4.3 Emergency operation

This sub-tab has controls only in the event of a malfunction.

In the event of a malfunction, the operator can manually remove articles from the machine and
acknowledge them based on the information displayed here.
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8.6.4.4 Task scheduler

Using this sub-tab, various tasks that can affect behavior of the machine can be created and
managed.

Name Function

Start Manually starts the selected task.
Activate/Deactivate Activates or deactivates a task.
Delete Deletes the selected task.
Edit Opens the menu for editing an existing task.
New task Creates a new task.
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Selecting the New task button leads to the following view:

Name Function

Switch off alarm sound Deactivates the machine’s audible alarm in the event of malfunc-
tions

Reduce speed Reduces the speed of the machine to keep down the noise level
Clean shelves Clean shelves using the optional cleaning module
Check stock level Checks whether articles are and should be present on a shelf
Deactivate stock transfer Deactivates automatic stock transfer (stock optimization) to re-

duce the noise level of the machine
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8.6.5 Troubleshooting
The Troubleshooting tab provides support in identifying and correcting errors that can occur dur-
ing operation of the machine. There is also a 3D Visualization of the machine here with all the
stored articles.

8.6.5.1 Component overview

The component overview shows you all the components of the machine (such as the picking head,
output locations, etc.) as well as the start requirements. If an error occurs in a component, it is dis-
played here. There are 2 severity levels for errors:

– An error which leads to the machine being stopped (stop error) must be corrected immedi-
ately. If a stop error occurs, the affected component or area is displayed in red.

– An error which does not lead to the machine being stopped does not have to be corrected im-
mediately. If such an error occurs, the affected component or area is displayed in white.
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8.6.5.2 Error list

This sub-tab lists the errors that occurred. If there are no errors, this list is empty.
1 2

3 4

Pos. Name Function

① Switch off alarm sound Turns off the audible alarm of the machine
② Switch on emergency oper-

ation
Switches into emergency mode in which packs can be
manually output

③ Correct all errors Opens troubleshooting for the selected error. As soon as
an error is corrected, instructions are immediately dis-
played for correcting the next error.

④ Correct error Opens troubleshooting for the selected error.
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8.6.5.3 Wizard

This tab opens automatically when you select an error message or click on the Error list sub-tab
and select the Correct error button. The Wizard goes through troubleshooting step-by-step. If
there are no errors, this sub-tab is grayed out.

Name Function

Switch off alarm sound Turns off the audible alarm of the machine
Switch on emergency oper-
ation

Switches into emergency mode in which packs can be manually
output

Error description Description of error that has occurred
Troubleshooting instruc-
tions

Steps to be performed in sequence for troubleshooting, including
confirmation buttons after each step is performed

Lock shelf/Unlock shelf Locks the selected shelf for further inputs and outputs or clears the
lock

Activate audio response/
Deactivate audio response

Activates and deactivates the audio response that indicates the
numbers of the bay, shelf, and row of the requested article during
emergency mode

Close troubleshooting Exits the Wizard after troubleshooting is complete
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8.6.5.4 Shelf list

This tab contains a table of all bays and shelves and the articles they contain. Shelves with errors
or that were locked are displayed in red.

Name Function

Lock shelf Locks the selected shelf for further inputs and outputs. Stock on
locked shelves cannot be accessed.

Scan shelf Checks whether articles are and should be present on a shelf
Delete all packs Deletes all selected articles (such as all articles on a shelf) from the

stock of the machine, for example, when these articles were manu-
ally removed and disposed of.

Start stock transfer Starts the article transfer
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8.6.5.5 3D visualization

This tab contains a 3D representation of all bays and shelves, as well as the packs they contain.
Shelves with errors or that were locked are displayed in red.

Name Function

Moving your finger across
the screen

Rotates the 3D view

Tapping the shelf Selects the shelf and centers the 3D view around it
Tapping the pack Selects the pack. It is only possible after the shelf was selected.
+ Zooms in the view
- Zooms out the view
Camera symbol Resets the 3D view back to the initial perspective
Up arrow Selection goes up one shelf
Down arrow Selection goes down one shelf
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After a bay, a shelf, and if necessary a pack, have been selected, the following additional functions
are available:

Name Function

Lock shelf Locks the selected shelf for further inputs and outputs. Stock on
locked shelves cannot be accessed.

Scan shelf Checks whether articles are and should be present on a shelf
Output Outputs the selected pack.
Delete pack Deletes the selected pack from the stock of the machine, for exam-

ple, if the pack was manually removed and disposed of
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8.6.6 Settings

Configuration of Start Screen

Name Function

Machine Select the components to display on the start screen. You can se-
lect between 2 and 4 components.

Space optimization Information on (calculated) load of the machine
Component overview Overview of machine components and their status
Orders Shows pending orders
Error list Overview of existing errors
Live image Live camera image of the picking head camera

Scrolling displays other properties to which changes can be made.

Additional Settings

Name Function

Audio response Activate or deactivate audio response in emergency mode
Log off automatically The user is automatically logged off after a longer period of inac-

tivity. The value specified (>1) is the number of minutes between
the last action and automatic log-off. “-1” means that the user will
never be automatically logged off.

Cleaning cloth replacement
(optional)

Number of shelves to be cleaned before the cloth of the cleaning
module must be replaced. The cleaning module is then automati-
cally output.

Multiple stock input If multi mode is activated, several identical packs can sequentially
be input after only one pack has been scanned.
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9 Maintenance

9.1 Maintenance by the operator

9.1.1 Safety information for machine maintenance

WARNING
Contact with electrical components

Risk of death due to electric shock!

▶ Only electricians may work on electrical components.

▶ Comply with legal and employer liability regulations and local accident
prevention regulations during work on the machine.

▶ Before working on the control and the electrical components, switch
off the machine and secure it against being turned back on.

WARNING
Picking head falling

Risk of injury due to ineffective braking system!

▶ Stop the machine by means of the software before entering.

▶ Wait until the picking head is in the park position and the machine sig-
nals that it is in the park position.

WARNING
Ineffectiveness of protective equipment

Tampering with and bypassing safety equipment can result in serious injury.

▶ Never tamper with, remove, or override safety devices.

▶ Comply with legal and employer liability regulations and local accident
prevention regulations during work on the machine.

WARNING
Picking head falling

Risk of injury due to ineffective braking system!

▶ Never stand under the picking head.

▶ If necessary, push the axis to the end of the machine, if it is otherwise
not possible to avoid stepping underneath.

▶ Secure the picking head if work needs to be carried out on the drive or
Z-Axis mechanics.
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WARNING
Contact with moving components

Putting the machine into motion during cleaning or repair due to a malfunc-
tion or misuse may result in severe injuries.

▶ Switch off the machine before all cleaning and repair activities.

WARNING
Contact with moving components

In machines that are difficult to see, there is an increased risk of persons re-
maining in the machine that are unbeknownst to those outside. Severe in-
juries may result if the machine is started while persons are inside.

▶ Before starting the machine ensure no one is inside.

▶ When entering the machine, remove the key and take it with you.

▶ There must be only one key for each machine.

▶ With multiple-unit machines, different locks must be used for each ma-
chine so that two or more machines cannot be locked with a single
key.

WARNING
Crushing risk through contact with moving components

Risk of injury to upper limbs near the picking head.

▶ Never tamper with, remove, or override safety devices.

▶ Only trained personnel may work on the machine.

WARNING
Crushing risk through contact with moving components

Risk of injury when reaching through the input opening inside the machine.

▶ Do not reach into the input opening.

WARNING
Entrapment of hair or clothing

Risk of injury in the area of the picking head, timing belts, and drive motors.

▶ Never tamper with, remove, or override safety devices.

▶ Only trained personnel may work on the machine.

▶ Do not enter the machine during operation.
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WARNING
Entrapment of hair or clothing

Risk of injury in the area of the picking head rack-and-pinion drive.

▶ Never tamper with, remove, or override safety devices.

▶ Only trained personnel may work on the machine.

WARNING
Looking into the laser beam

Risk of eye injury due to prolonged exposure to the laser used.

▶ Position the laser such that is cannot blind other persons.

▶ Avoid looking into the laser beam.

▶ Should this happen, close the eyes and turn away.

CAUTION
Collision with obstructions

Risk of injury due to machine components at head level.

▶ Enter low machines carefully.

▶ Push the picking head toward the back.

CAUTION
Obstructions around the foot

Risk of injury due to tripping or falling over the door sill.

▶ Watch the door sill when entering the machine.

NOTICE
Damage to the pusher or P-jaws caused by collision with machine

The pusher or P-jaws can be bent if they are extended and the picking head
moves.

▶ If the P-jaws are extended: Manually move the P-jaws to the V axis to-
ward the back.

▶ If the pusher is extended: Turn the drive of the S axis counterclockwise
to manually move the pusher toward the back.
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NOTICE
Damage to the motor brake by pulling the timing belt of the picking head

▶ Do not pull the timing belt of the picking head.

▶ If necessary, use a ladder to reach picking head.

9.1.2 Performing maintenance

The machine must be switched off to be cleaned.

Cleaning the display

1. Wipe the display with a dry, soft cloth, applying mild pressure.

Cleaning the machine housing plates

1. Spray a commercially available glass cleaner on a cloth.

2. Wipe the housing plates with the cloth.

Cleaning the shelves in the machine

1. Remove all stock from the shelf to be cleaned.

2. Enter the machine.

3. Wipe the shelf with an anti-static cloth or a cloth with commercially available glass cleaner.

4. Input output packs as stock return.

9.2 Maintenance by BD Rowa

WARNING
Danger due to deadly electrical shock from hazardous supply voltage be-
fore the main switch

Supply voltage is present on specific parts of the machine even when the
main switch is off and can result in serious injuries.

▶ Refer to the information on the machine as to which parts remain un-
der voltage when the power switch is turned off.

▶ Before performing maintenance on the parts affected, fully disconnect
the machine from the power grid.

▶ Only electricians may work on electrical components.

Maintenance is provided by BD Rowa or its authorized sales or service partner as part of a con-
cluded maintenance agreement.

The maintenance contract specifies the maintenance intervals.
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10 Service and repairs
BD Rowa or its authorized sales partner or service partner performs repairs as part of a concluded
maintenance agreement.
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11 Decommissioning and disassembly

11.1 Decommissioning
Decommissioning must only be performed by technicians with specialist training, experience, and
knowledge of the safety and accident-prevention regulations and guidelines.

Proceed as follows to decommission the product:

1. Switch off the machine.

WARNING
Contact with electrical components

Risk of death due to electrical shock!

▶ Decommission the machine prior to disassembly.

▶ Only trained electricians are permitted to disconnect the cable from
the electrical system.

2. Interrupt the machine energy supply.

3. If an uninterruptible power supply is present, turn it off and pull all plugs.

11.2 Disassembly

WARNING
Contact with electrical components

Risk of death due to electrical shock!

▶ Decommission the machine prior to disassembly.

▶ Only trained electricians are permitted to disconnect the cable from
the electrical system.

CAUTION
Touching sharp edges

Risk of cut injuries to the hands

▶ Wear gloves.
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CAUTION
Falling from ladders

Risk of injury from falling

▶ Follow the safety instructions when using ladders.

▶ Set up the ladder properly so it is stable.

▶ Do not step higher than the fourth rung from the top if the ladder
used is not equipped with an additional safety bar.

▶ If present, use the ladder provided.

CAUTION
Falling parts

Risk of foot crushing

▶ Wear safety shoes.

BD Rowa declines all responsibility for personal injury or asset damage caused by the reuse of
components if these parts were used for a different purpose than originally intended.

Disassembly is a highly complex task. BD Rowa recommends that specially trained individuals,
such as an electrician and/or engineer, disassemble the system.
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12 Packing and transport
BD Rowa or its authorized sales partners and service partners are responsible for packaging and
transport. Please make sure that the system is intact prior to operation.

12.1 Ambient conditions for storage and transport

Complete machine

Description Value
Relative humidity < 70%
Ambient temperature -25 °C - +55 °C

+70 °C short term (no more than 24 hours)

UPS

Description Value
Relative humidity < 95%
Ambient temperature 0 °C - 40 °C
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13 Disposal

CAUTION
Contact with hazardous materials

Individual components may contain hazardous substances that may repre-
sent health risks if not disposed of properly.

▶ Follow the instructions for disposal of individual components.

▶ Follow country-specific laws and guidelines.

The applicable legal regulations apply to proper and environmentally safe disposal. Dispose of all
parts properly.

The machine parts must be sorted into the following material groups for disposal:

– Metal parts

– Plastic parts

– Electronic waste

– Glass
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14 Spare parts
Contact BD Rowa should you require spare parts that are not in the scope of delivery for your
product.
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15 Appendix

15.1 Safety labeling

Fuse Description
F1 UPS

Management computer 1+2

Display

Router

Network switch

Control

Access point

KVM switch box

Fan
F2 Equipment lighting
F3 24 V axis 1 & 2

24 V input system 1 & 2
F5 230V power supply of axis 1
F6 230V power supply of axis 2
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15.2 Document history

The version number of your translated manual corresponds to the respective version
number of the German manual. The date refers to publication of the German-language
version. Some versions may not be available in your language.

Version Date Changes
1.0 12/Nov/2018 New version of the instructions with a new layout and new article

number
1.1 27/Nov/2018 – Description of stock input system for round packs added.

– Maximum weight of storable square/rectangular packs adjusted
(increased to 1,500 g)

2.0 07/Jan/2019 – Layout changes

– Technical data [► 17] chapter: including addition of value for
mains power impedance.

– Adaptations to Operation [► 41] chapter
2.1 21/Feb/2019 Technical data [► 17] chapter: Maximum weight of packs adjusted
2.2 24/Apr/2019 – Design [► 22] chapter: Available options listed.

– Operation [► 41] chapter: includes update of screenshots.
3.0 09/Aug/2019 – Maintenance by BD Rowa [► 127] chapter: Safety information

added that certain parts of the machine remain live when the
main switch is switched off.

– Ambient conditions for storage and transport [► 131] chapter:
Value for maximum ambient temperature increased to 55 °C.

4.0 23/Jan/2020 – Chapters Outputting articles via the machine's user interface
[► 58], Outputting a particular pack of an article [► 59],
Outputting opened packs [► 62], and Working with stock
maintenance [► 65] as well as the corresponding chapters under
Reference [► 105] revised: New search function described, where
searches are performed for partial character strings in properties
“Article name”, “Form/unit”, and “Barcode”.

– Conformity [► 13] chapter: Declaration of Conformity updated.
5.0 10/Jun/2020 – Conformity chapter: Declaration of Conformity updated.

– Chapters Normal accessories [► 22] and Malfunctions [► 103]:
UPS functions explained in greater detail.

– Special accessories [► 22] chapter: 2. Picking head and climbing
aid added.

– Electrical output [► 20] chapter: Information added for ma-
chines with two picking heads.

– Locking the axis in park position [► 90] chapter added.

– Placing the defective picking head in passive mode [► 93] chap-
ter added.

6.0 24/Sep/2020 This version of the instructions is valid for release 20-10.

– Inputting articles [► 52] chapter: Description of message when
expiration date is imminent.

– Outputting packs during emergency mode [► 96] chapter: Addi-
tion of information that all previous packs must always be re-
moved when packs are removed manually.

– Article overview [► 107] chapter: Description of marking of fast-
moving items.
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Version Date Changes
– Symbols for pack properties [► 111] chapter added.

7.0 21/Dec/2020 Information on the option “BD Rowa™ System Backup” removed as
option for machine not available.

8.0 07/Apr/2021 This version of the instructions is valid for release 21-03.

– Disposal [► 132] chapter: Warning about hazardous substances
added.

– Working with Stock Maintenance [► 65] chapter: Information on
new filter options and fast filters added.

– Creating and Managing Tasks [► 72] chapter: Information on
Automatic restart option added.

9.0 07/Oct/2021 This version of the instructions is valid for release 21-06.

– New option “External safety circuit” included in chapter Special
accessories [► 22].

– Start screen [► 105] chapter: Notification center included

– Performing troubleshooting [► 86] chapter adapted to optimized
troubleshooting and error display

– Chapter Outputting a particular pack of an article [► 59] and ref-
erence chapter History [► 113] now include the option to output
specific packs from the History tab.

– Reference chapter History [► 113] now includes option of switch-
ing directly from a stock input process to stock maintenance.

10.0 17/Feb/2022 This version of the instructions is valid for release 22-01.

– Notification of the Expiration Date [► 76] chapter added

– Switching a Single Machine Off [► 46] chapter added

– Accessing the Database (BD Rowa Backup) [► 99] chapter added

– Article number of the document updated on title page.
11.0 08/Jul/2022 This version of the instructions is valid for release 22-02.

– Standardization to English screenshots for all languages

– Conformity [► 13] chapter: Declaration of Conformity updated.

– Chapter Switching On Single Machines and Multiple Machines
[► 45]: Start progress incorporated.

– Chapter Automatic Software Update [► 79] incorporated.

– Chapter Accessing the Database (BD Rowa Backup) [► 99]:
Notes on backup process incorporated.
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Glossary
Audio response

Announcement during emergency mode
of the location of the pack to be re-
moved.

Axis
Axes are imaginary lines along which the
picking head or its parts move in the ma-
chine.

Bin
Container for inputting deposit bags in
the machine

Button
Area on the user display that is touched
to execute a machine function

C Axis
Rotation of the picking head around it-
self

Checkbox
A function or option with a checkbox can
be activated or deactivated by selecting
the checkbox.

Conveyor system
Transports packs from output location to
the delivery point

dB(A)
The decibel is the unit of measure of the
emission sound pressure level. (A) indi-
cates that the different tone frequencies
are differentiated by the human ear.

Default value
Preset value that can be changed in the
settings or by BD Rowa Service.

Direct output
A type of output location equipped with
flaps that is not attached to any other
conveyor system.

Drive
Electrical unit that converts energy for
power.

Flyout
Pop-up window that briefly displays infor-
mation.

K Axis
Clamping motion of the P-jaws

Machine
Indicates an automated storage and re-
trieval system. For a specific type of ma-
chine, the exact type designation is used.

Management computer
Machine control computer. If there are
two management computers, the visual-
ization and control run on one, and the
second computer serves as the backup
computer and spare computer.

Mosaic
Software package that connects individ-
ual system components within the BD
Rowa system and the BD Rowa system to
the operator's pharmacy IT system. Re-
gardless of the number of automated
storage and retrieval systems and other
components, Mosaic functions with the
pharmacy IT system like a single stock
system and simulates the actions of the
stock system at the WWKS 2 interface

Offset
Value that is added to another.

Order picking indicator
Indicates that an article may be input in
the machine.

P-jaws
Strips on picking heads used to grab
packs.

S Axis
Forward/back motion of the pusher

Stock return
Articles that were output from the ma-
chine (e.g., for viewing) and input again.
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Tandem computer
Tandem computers connect two or more
machines with one another. The stock of
all connected machines can be checked
centrally here.

Uninterruptible power supply
The UPS is also an electric device that
maintains the power supply to the ma-
chine for a certain period of time after a
power failure.

V Axis
Forward/back motion of the P-jaws

X Axis
Forward/back motion of the picking head
in the machine

Z Axis
Up/down motion of the picking head in
the machine
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Index

Numerical
3D visualization  60, 121

A
Alarm  35

Temporarily turn off audible alarm  72
Article

Article overview  107
Inputting articles  49

Articles
Outputting articles  58

Audio response  98, 119, 123

B
Barcode

Manually entering the barcode  55
Bin  18

C
Cleaning

Clean the shelves automatically  72
Cleaning individual components  127

D
Direct output  31
Display elements  36
Door safety switch  27

E
Emergency operation  35, 96, 114

Ending emergency mode  102
Outputting articles  98
Principles  96

Emergency stop  27, 36
Energy-saving mode  47
Error messages  89
Expiration date  106

Manually entering expiration date  54

F
Fast filter  68, 108

L
LED strip  37

M
Machine

Switching on the machine  45
Main switch  36

Conveyor system  36
Machine  36

Multiple stock input  57, 106

N
Nameplate  14

O
Operating elements  36
Operating states  35
Optimizations  104
Order picking indicator  53
Orders  70, 112

History  71, 113
Order list  70, 112

Output  106
Outputting opened packs  62

Output location  31, 58

P
Pack  17

Handle packs individually  64
Opened pack  56, 62
Round pack  57

Picking head  31
Moving the picking head  86

Pictograph  29

R
Removal aid  22
Reserve stock  68

S
Safety labels  29
Shelf

Clean shelves  72, 127
Empty shelf  95
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